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FOREWORD

This report provides a summary of the Control Room Design Review (CRDR) as

performed by Pacific Gas and Electric Ccmpany. The CRDR Review Team

( described in Section II.A) has completed its review and has documented its
observations including the assessment of the human engineering observations

and their feasibility for implementation. The Review Team has established a

general schedule for implementation of enhancements (described in Section IV),

and is developing standard practices for enhancement of the control room.

Human engineering observations requiring additional investigation will be

resolved within the time frame of the schedule described in this report.

It was the consensus of the CRDR Review Team that the DCPP control room was

generally a superior design relative to most control rooms of its generati on

in terms of human factors considerations. The focus of this report is to

highlight potential improvement areas to further enhance its operability.





I. INTRODUCTION AND SUNMARY

A. BACKGROUND

The Control Room Design Review (CRDR) was part of an effort required

by Supplement 1 to NUREG-0737 for the upgrading of the control room,

emergency response facilities, and emergency procedures. In August

1982, Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PGandE) submitted a program

plan to the NRC describing the activities which would constitute the

Control Room Design Review. PGandE followed this plan closely,

however, as the work progressed and additional insight was gained,

the CRDR Review Team (described in Section'II.A) modified its

approach to certain activities. The CRDR was directed toward

upgrading the control room and remote shutdown facilities.
Administrative procedures are being developed to ensure that any

future plant modifications incorporate good human engineering

principles.

The CRDR implemented by PGandE drew upon many sources for guidance

including NUREGs-0700 and -0737 (Supplement 1), EPRI publications,

and INPO guides to a control room review. PGandE, with the

assistance of highly experienced human factors consultants, applied

many different guides, including NUREG-0700, EPRI, and NUTAC Guides.

These documents provided the principal sources for a human facto'rs

review.. The review thoroughly investigated the compatibility of the

control room to emergency operations as specified in NUREG-0737

(Supplement 1).





B. OBJECTIVES

The CRDR, as implemented by PGandE, fulfills the following

objectives specified in the program plan submitted to the NRC Staff

in August 1983:

1. To erform a control room surve that corn ares the existin

control room desi n with acce ted human en ineerin criteria.

PGandE's review used accepted human engineering checklists

and guidelines as appropriate. Examples of the checklists

used are found in Appendix A.

2. To identif Human En ineerin Discre ancies HEDs .

An HED is an observation of a characteristic which in some

way differs from a specific human factors guideline. Those

HEDs identified by PGandE in the review of the control room

were based on operator interviews, checklists, surveys,

historical review, walkthroughs of operator emergency tasks,

and DCPP significant events.

3. To review relevant lant o erational ex erience usin

a ro riate documentation and structured o erator interviews.

The review team reviewed control room functionality by

reviewing relevant plant operational experience in the form





operator interviews, Licensee Event Reports (LERs), and

operator logs. HEDs were prepared as applicable.

4. To determine the in ut and out ut re uirements of control room

o erator tasks durin emer enc conditions.

PGandE personnel actively participated in development of the

Westinghouse generic emergency guidelines and task analysis.

PGandE's emergency procedures development group used the

Westinghouse gene'ric guidelines to develop the

plant-specific emergency procedures and documented any

deviations from these guidelines. The CRDR team worked

closely with the plant operations personnel responsible for

emergency procedures development and identified potential

HEDs concerning terminology, criteria, and operator

comprehension of the procedures.

5. To evaluate the extent and im ortance of an identified HEDs.

The HEDs which were initially observed during the review do

not necessarily have safety significance or validity. Each

HED was evaluated and its significance determined. The

review team did not observe any HED which was significant in

regard to nuclear safety. The review methodology is

described in Section II.





6. To formulate and im lement resolutions for si nificant

observations as 'ud ed above .

The CRDR team provided recommendations for each HED and

established priorities and schedules for implementation as

described in Section V.

7. To ensure ro osed resolutions eliminate or miti ate the

discre ancies without creatin new discre ancies.

The CRDR team established a verification and validation

program to ensure that proposed resolutions eliminate or

mitigate the identified HEDs. This program is described in

Section IV.





C. CRDR MANAGEMENT

The management of the CRDR was coordinated and directed using

PGandE's formal project management techniques. PGandE senior

'anagement,recognizing the complexity of the undertaking, first
assembled a management team to oversee the project. This team

selected the review team and approved the selection of human factors

consultants.

The review team leader was given responsibility and authority for

the project with a direct reporting relationship to the Vice

President - Nuclear Power Generation (NPG) on matters concerning the

CRDR. This allowed the review team to have an appropriate degree of

autonomy and assured that all issues were thoroughly reviewed. The

review team provided monthly status reports to management concerning

the project activities. Periodic status meetings were also held for

management and other interested plant and General Office personnel.

The human factors consultants served on an as needed basis as

members of the review team assisting with such tasks as determining

HEDs and providing team training. Through frequent status meetings,

the PGandE review team members and consultants ensured that the

review scope and activities would provide a thorough review.





D. SUMMARY F INOINGS

1. General

The review team found that, in general, the control room has

been arranged in a manner which supports efficient operation.

Previous efforts to enhance the control room panels included

limited use of demarcation and hierarchical labeling, banding

of meters, and coding of certain controls . A summary of

findings and corresponding recommendations by the review team

is as follows:

a. Console-Anthropometrics

The control room panels meet anthropometric guidelines,

with the exception of a top row of indicators which are

higher than recommended anthropometric limits. Most

operators who were interviewed indicated this is not a

problem. Also, the indicators are designed to minimize

parallax. All controls were found to be placed within

anthropometric limits. (See Figure I-1.)

b. Panel Arrangements

The panels are generally arranged well but are not fully
mimicked, demarcated, or hierarchically labeled to provide

rapid identification. The panels will be fully demarcated

and hierarchi cally labeled. (See Figure I-2.)





c. Displays and Controls

Displays and controls could be better differentiated for

ease of identification. The planned demarcation and

hierarchical labeling as discussed in b. above will

enhance identification. (See Figure I-3.)

d. Labels

Labels were generally accurate but improvements should be

made in areas of contrast, repetition, and hierarchical

labeling. Labels will be hierarchically-enhanced,

contrast-enhanced, and their accuracy verified. (See

Figure I-4.)

e. Annunciator

The annunciator windows are easily readable from anywhere

within the viewing area of control room personnel. The

existing annunciator system is, although adequate,

somewhat limited in its capability. The CRDR team is

assisting the Engineering Department in preparing a

specification for a new annunciator system which has

greater capability and incorporates the recommendations of

this review. The new annunciator system will be

compatible with the existing alarm windows and alarm

typewriter. (See Figure I-l.)





f. Remote Shutdown Facilities

Lighting, demarcation, labeling, communication, and

operator training for the Hot Shutdown Panel and Dedicated

Shutdown Panel should be enhanced. These have been or

wi 1 1 be improved. (See Fi gure I-5. )

g. Safety Parameter Display System (SPDS)

A review of the SPDS identified several improvements which

should be made. Labels on the SPDS displays are

inconsistently located. In addition, some abbreviations

used are not standard to those generally used elsewhere in

the control room. The review team is working closely with

the engineers responsible for revising the SPDS to ensure

that the revised displays follow good human factors

guidelines. Consistency in location of labels,

abbreviations, and displayed parameters is being carefully

reviewed. (See Figure I-6.)

h. Overall Control Room Design

The review team found that the control room is arranged.i n

a manner which allows uninhibited movement.'he operating

area has been defined with carpeting, and administrative

controls have been implemented to reduce traffic within

~ the control room. The control room lighting was found to





be at the high end of industry guidelines for normal

1 ighting. Emergency lighting was somewhat less than

guideline values in some areas. PGandE is investigating

means of reducing normal lighting levels without creating

shadowing. PGandE is also investigating the need to

increase emergency lighting levels. Storage, kitchen, and

coffee areas for control room personnel were found to need

improvement. A permanent cabinet with a counter and

integrated coffee machine is proposed to organize and

improve the existing coffee preparation area.

Shift Foreman's Office

PGandE had earlier committed to the NRC to review the

visibility of the Unit 1 and Unit 2 control areas from the

Shift Foreman's office and submit its findings in this

report. After interviewing the foremen and reviewing

their responsibilities, the review team determined that

visibility of both the Unit 1 and Unit 2 control room

areas is desirable. The addition of a window is not an

adequate (or easily feasible) solution as it would only

enhance the view of Unit 1. The review team is

recommending that video monitors located in the Shift

Foreman's office would provide suitable visibility of both

units in lieu of a window.





j. Unit 1 and 2 Differences

The review of the Unit 2 main control board was performed

by comparing photographs of the Unit 1 boards against the

Unit 2 boards. Differences were noted and HEDs writte'n to

document these differences. Approximately 100 HEDs were

written on differences between ihe Unit 1 and Unit 2 main

control boards, most of which were minor labeling

discrepancies. The differences will be corrected as part

of the process of enhancing the Unit 2 control boards.

2. Significant HEDs

No HEDs were found which adversely affected nuclear safety.

The degree of significance for an HED was based on such factors

as adverse affect on nuclear safety, effect on plant

reliability, and effect on efficient plant operation. The

review team did find that at the onset of the review,,and prior
to plant operation, emergency procedures had not yet been

provided at the emergency shutdown panels. An HED was
I

prepared, and discussed with operations personnel. The

procedures had not yet been provided at the emergency shutdown

panels due to the preoperational status of 'the unit. The

procedures were provided prior to operation.
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FIGURE I-1
Review Team members and Human Factors consultants
performing surveys of the vertical boards during
the review





FIGURE I—2

Vertical Board 1. This board has indication and controls for
nuclear safeguards. Note the initial attempt at demarcation
and mimics which resulted from an earlier review
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FIGURE I-3
An example of an undifferentiated array of controls which
will be enhanced with demarcation and improved labeling





FIGURE E—4
Man-on-line tags have been re-designed to reduce their sizebut still conceal the switch escutcheon labels





FIGURE I-G
Hot Shutdown Panel





FIGURE I-6
The Safety Parameter Display System





II. YiETHODOLOGY

A. TEAM SELECTION AND QUALIFICATIONS

With the issuance of the NRC directive (via NUREG-0737, Supplement 1)

that a detailed control room design review be performed at DCPP,

PGandE formed a management team to provide direction and select the

review team. This management team consisted of representatives from

Plant Management and Operations, Nuclear Plant Operations - General

Office (NPO-GO), Department of Engineering, and the Diablo Canyon

Project. An individual from NPO-GO was selected to head the review

because personnel from this department are responsible for plant

operation. The General Office personnel were selected because of

thei r central location, diversity of expertise, and familiarity with

plant design and operation.

The review team was a multidisciplinary group incorporating the wide

range of skill's and background necessary to perform the design

review. NUREG-0700 and INPO were used as guides for selecting the

review team. Human factors consultants, retained by PGandE, also

provided input and concurred with the review team makeup. The team

included the following personnel:





1. Review Team Leader

The review team leader provided administrative and technical

direction for the CRDR project and was responsible for the

project. Access to information, facilities, and other support

groups was coordinated by the review team leader. The team

leader also provided coordination of the assigned personnel from

the various PGandE involved departments and consultants. Plant

operating personnel provided i nput to the review team through

the team leader.

It was the responsibility of the review team leader to resolve

team member differences on issues such as methodology,

techniques, review of findings, assessment of observations and

HED corrective actions. He was selected from NPO-GO Operations

Department to ensure that operational concerns were addressed

and that the review maintained a broad perspective.

The review team leader is a registered professional engineer

(California) with thirteen years of nuclear experience including

six years in the Navy nuclear program. He has experience in

plant operations, operator training, safety analysis for both

BWR and PWR type nuclear plants, and preoperational testing and

problem diagnosis.





2. Hunan Factors Specialists

The human factors consultants worked closely with the review

team throughout the review. They provided guidance which

assured task performance quality and completion of a

comprehensive review. Selected on the basis of experience and

ability, the human factors specialists trained the other team

members and assured that good human factors practi ces were

followed.

The human factors consultants are Mr. J. L. Seminara and

Mr. W. R. Gonzalez of Lockheed Missiles and Space Company.

These two individuals have many years experience in the human

factors field. They have conducted numerous studies applicable

to nuclear power plants and have parti'cipated in many comparable

control room reviews and enhancement activities.

3. Licensed Reactor Operator

A licensed reactor operator from the plant staff provided

operator perspective and expertise into operational constraints

for plant systems. This team member also provided an interface

point for the review team's input to the. emergency operating

procedures. This individual, who was selected on the basis of

his experience, provided operational insight into the review

team's effort.





The licensed reactor operator holds a Senior Reactor Operators

License and has ten years of nuclear operations experience. He

is a degreed nuclear engineer.

4. Instrumentation and Controls (IEC) Engineer

The I&C Engineer assisted throughout the review providing input

on capabilities, functions, and limitations of instruments and

controls, and actively participated in all review activities.

Selected on the basis of experience, he provided detailed

knowledge of instrument and control design practices and

engineering perspective to the review team effort.

The ISC engineer is a degreed mechanical engineer with nine

years nuclear power plant engineering experience. He has

experience in construction and preoperational testing of

instrumentation and control systems, the design and procurement

of ISC sys'tems, and system problem diagnosis.

5. Design Engineer

The design engineer assisted throughout the review providing

. expertise in plant design and actively participated in all

review activities. This individual, who was selected on the

basis of his experience and expertise in electrical engineering,

provided the review team with knowledge of the design basis for

control schemes and systems. He also ensured enhancement

schemes were compatible with good engineeting practices.





The Design Engineer is a degreed electrical engineer with eight

years of power plant engineering experience of which four years

have involved nuclear power plant engineering. He has

experience in the design, construction, and startup testing of

power plant electrical systems.

6. Supplemental Personnel

The core team was supplemented, as required,.by other

disciplines including computer operations, training, and

operations personnel.

Detailed resumes of the review team are found in Appendix D.





B. REVIEW TEAM TRAINING

In order to provide an interdisciplinary approach to the control

room design review, it was necessary to include team members who

were not fully conversant with human engineering principles and

methods. To compensate for this lack of formal training in human

engineering, the human factors consultants on this project conducted

an intensive one week training course at the Diablo Canyon Power

Plant. Course participants-included- site personnel, PGandE

~ corporate 'personnel; and a consultant involved in procedures

development. A total of seven individuals received this training.

While only four. of the trainees were slated to participate in the

control room design review, additional personnel were trained in the

event that a primary review team member candidate became

unavailable.

The agenda for the training program is provided as Figure II-1. The

course was a combination of formal lectures on control room design

issues that determine the man-machine interface and "hands-on"

training in data gathering techniques. During this initial
orientation training, Diablo Canyon control room operators were

recruited to serve as subjects in training for interviews, critical

incidents, and checklists.





Beyond this initial week of formal training, additional training was

provided for the primary review'team members in the control room.

At that time the human factors consultants guided the'ther members

of the team in checklist reviews, interviews, surveys,

photodocumentation of HEDs, anthropometric measures, and

walk-throughs. This training continued until the review team leader

and the human factors consultants were satisfied that a common human

factors perspective and data gathering approach had been achieved on

the part of all team members.





C. INTERVIEWS

Considerable emphasis was placed on gathering operational experience

data from control room operators. A detailed, structured interview

was developed to record the insights of operations personnel with

different. levels of experience and training. A total of sixteen

operators were interviewed in a quiet corner of the control room.

As problems or issues were raised during the interview, the porti on

of the control room involved was observed and the specifics of an

i ssue photodocumented as needed.

The interviews started with a brief overview of the purpose of the

interview, the background of the interviewer, and the manner in

which interview. data would be utilized. Interviewees participated

on a voluntary basis and were assured anonymity. In all cases, it
is believed that the operators provided frank and cooperative

responses. The review team believes that a representative and

objective sample of operator attitudes, experience, and opinions was

acquired.

The interview'questions first dealt with biographical information.

Additional questions then proceeded from general control room design

issues to specific details of panel design. The major topics

covered were:

o Con trol Room Des ign

o Control Room Environment





o Control Room Storage

o Emergency Gear

o Control Board Design

o Panel Design

o Displays

o Controls

o Annunciator Warning System

o Labels

o Procedures

o Computer

o Manning

o Communi cati ons

o Operational Practices

o Emergency Shutdown

o Cri tical Incident

The initial set of interview questions was based on methods

developed earlier in support of EPRI human factors studies (EPRI

Reports NP-309 and NP-2411), NUREG-0700, and others. The first set

of questions was tested in the initial three interviews conducted.

Based on this pilot program, the interview questions were refined,

and redundant or unfruitful questions were eliminated. The final

set of questions took an average of four hours per interview to

administer. The structured operator interview form is provided as

Appendix B. The interview data served as a primary source in

formulating the HEDs discussed in Section III.





D. TASK ANALYSIS

A thorough review of a control room design should include static

surveys as well as a dynamic evaluation of the man-machine

interface. The static surveys are intended to ensure that

instruments and controls meet measurable guidelines as to size,

readability, and convention.

The review team performed a dynamic review of man-machine interface

through an operability analysis. This analysis was a subset of a

broader review which al'so included the Westinghouse generic task
&

analysis of the emergency response guidelines. PGandE used the

Westinghouse generic guidelines as the basis for its emergency

procedures, and the validation of both the generic guidelines as

performed by Westinghouse and the plant-specific procedures employed

by PGandE using a simulator.

The review team maintained contact with the aforementioned groups,

attending the working group meeting and developing an interface with

the plant engineers responsible for procedures development.

Meetings were held to determine the scope of each activity and how

best to integrate those activities into the CRDR effort.

The review team determined that performing its operability analysis

on the site-specific emergency operating procedures would best check

the man-machine interface. Examples of the analysis are included in

Appendix C. After analysis of the material, HEDs were prepared

which identified observations of a human factors nature.
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During the evaluation of the procedure walk-throughs, every

instrument or control called for was confirmed for availability.

The method of review was as follows:

o A representative sample of emergency procedures was

selected for review.

o Using these selected procedures, and with licensed operator

assistance, the review team performed detailed walk-throughs

utilizing worksheets for data collection.

o Steps were reported as needed to record all assumed plant

conditions and to clearly define the path sequence of task

steps for the scenario. The results were combined into a

single representative task sequence with associated comments.

o Photographs and measurements were taken, and investigations

were performed as appropriate.

o Upon completion of the scenario walk-through, the review team

completed forms for "Walk-Through Instrument Suitability

Review." HEDs were generated from this analysis as

appropriate.

The Walk-Through Instrument Suitability Review is used to relate the

plant process events with control room events and then to evaluate

each instrument used at each task step with regard to:





o The current location of the operator

o The ongoing dynamics of operations

Most of the review was performed in the control room which allowed

ready access to the device or task in question and to input by

operating personnel. The Walk-Through Instrument Suitability Review

form and procedure are attached in Appendix C.





E. CHECKLISTS

The review of all panels, controls, and instrumentation was

performed using established checklists. This allowed comparison of

the control room and shutdown panels to consistent guidelines and

. ensured that all relevant human factors guidelines were considered.

PGandE reviewed the available checklists which address human factors

design considerations, including those provided in NUREG-0700, EPRI,

and INPO material produced in NUTAC publications. PGandE was

actively involved in the industry effort which produced the NUTAC

documents and selected the NUTAC checklists as its base material.

These checklists were supplemented by the human factors consultants

using their own judgment and extensive experience in this field to

ensure a thorough and comprehensive basis for PGandE's control room

re view.

1. Check List Organization and Content

. The checklists selected covered distinct aspects of human

factors guidelines. These included an overview checklist,

operator-assisted checklist, a labeling, mimics, and

demarcation checklist, a general panel checklist, and a process

computer checklist. Each checklist was designed to allow one

individual, or two or more individuals working as a team, to

observe various aspects of the control room, and determine

whether individual checklist items were satisfied by the

ex i sting control room conf igurati ons.





The checklists consisted of simple declarative sentences

describing an acceptable design characteristic. For example,

item two in the overview checklist states: "Sanitary

Facilities and Drinking Water are easily accessible." Examples

of checklist questions used are attached in Appendix A.

2. Checklist Use Methodology

To ensure that all instruments and controls were thoroughly

reviewed, the control room at DCPP was subdivided into

individual panels or areas. Each panel or area was reviewed by

a two or more member group with one member acting as recorder

and reader of the checklist item. If the panel under review

complied with the checklist the item was marked as satisfied.

Where guidelines were not met, a description of the item was

noted and a preliminary HED was logged. This process was

repeated for each of the different checklist topics for each

panel.

Some degree of judgement was involved i n various checklist

items. The nature of these .judgements was such that a common

sense approach resulted in a consensus among individuals on the

review team concerning questionable items. When situations

arose where two or more judgements could not be reconciled, an

HED was written, and the dispute was subsequently resolved by

the qeview team during the assessment phase.





Throughout the checklist review process, operators were

available to the review team for consultation with regard to

issues of label meanings, operational sequences, procedures,

etc.

The HEDs were documented under the panel with which the HEDs

were associated. These were further catalogued as to

association with display, control, arrangement etc. A summary

of these HEDs is provided in Section III of this report.





F. CRITICAL INCIDENTS

The history of DCPP operational errors or near-errors provides

important information regarding possible human factors-related

contributions. In addition to the historical experience review

described later, the Critical Incident Technique was applied in

examining specific cases where operational problems had occurred.

This case history data was acquired by asking operators three

specific questions:

o Based on your operation'al experience, cite one example of an,

operator error, accident, or near-accident with serious or

potentially serious consequences. Describe the specifics of

the case and indicate how the situation could have been averted

through either improved control room design, improved

procedures; or special training provisions.

o Based on your operating experience, cite one example of a

particular control, display, panel, warning device, procedure,

etc. that is not, in your opinion, "human engineered," and has

or could lead to a malfunction or operator error.

o Now think of an example of a particular display, control, panel

layout, or other control room feature that is well "human

engineered." Please describe this equipment with particular

emphasis on the features that make it desirable from an

operational standpoint.





The Critical Incident Technique was applied in conjunction with the

structured interview. Towards the conclusion of each of 16 operator

interviews, the questions listed above were asked of the

interviewees.





G. SURVEY S

The human factors review included surveys which checked the level to

which the control room met guidelines regarding noise, lighting, and

communications. These guidelines are intended to minimize the

potential for degradation of visual and auditory functions due to

excessive noise, glare, or physical discomfort. The methodology

employed is as follows:

1. Noi se Survey

The noise survey was performed by the human factors consultants

using an acoustic monitoring device. Readings were obtained

during various preoperational activities, e.g., conversations

with other personnel, alarm activations, and phone

conversations, and in varying locations within the control

room.

The initial survey was performed while the plant was in a

construction status and noise levels were not representative of

normal operating conditions. Carpeting has since been

i nstalled in the control room area and construction activities

have significantly diminished, rendering the results of the

original noise survey invalid. The survey will be repeated and

results documented in early 1985.





2. Lighting Survey

Several lighting surveys were taken in the control room. The

readings were taken at each control panel and operator station.

The surveys were repeated for the different lighting

configurations which could be experienced during operation of

the control room. The results of these surveys are found in

Section I I I.

3. Ccmmunications Survey

The review team performed the communication survey using a

table of phonetically equivalent words. The survey required

two people. Each person had a set of words whi ch he read over

the telephone. The other person would record the words as he

heard them. The list of recorded words was then compared to

the list of actual spoken words. No deficiencies were

uncovered as a result of this survey.





H. HISTORICAL EXPERIENCE REVIEW

The historical experience review consisted of two separate

.activities. The first was a review of available and applicable

historical documentation pertaining to plant-specific and generic

occurrences. The second step was to survey the operating personnel

using a standardized interview format. The interview methodology i s

discussed in Section II.C of this report.

1. Documentation Review

The review team ex'amined the control operator's log and reports

covering a span of two years up to and including the month that

the review was occurring. The review team did not obtain any

i nformation which would indicate human factors problems with

the control boards.

2. Licensee Event, Report (LER) Review

The review team first obtained copies of all 21 LERs submitted

by DCPP up to the review period. These LERs were examined for

control room impact. Two occurrences were identified which

were the result of ihe control room configuration. HEDs were

prepared for these occurrences.
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3. Generic Documentation Review

The CRDR team investigated the need to perform a detailed

review of the available generic documents, e.g., Significant

Event Reports and Significant Operating Experience Reports.

PGandE reviews and evaluates these reports on a routine basis.

PGandE's review consisted of an analysis of the generic event,
0

determination of cause and applicability, and recommendation of

action. The review team obtained the record file of the

reports and examined them for applicability. No occurrences

were found from this review which were germane to Diablo Canyon

from a human factors standpoint.



0



J. HED ASSESSMENT PROCESS

Each HED was assessed for two characteristics: significance and

backfit feasibility. Significance was determined on the basis of

such factors as safety-related implications or consequences of the

HED, probability of operational errors, instances of actual errors

attributable to the HED, and the potential for interrupting plant

availability. Significance was rated along a five-point scale:

HIGH, MEDIUM/HIGH, MEDIUM, MEDIUM/LOW, and LOW. Similarly, backfit

feasibility was also rated on a five-point scale: DIFFICULT,

DIFFICULT/MODERATE, MODERATE, MODERATE/EASY, EASY.

These assessments were initially made by the team member who

documented the specific HED. Subsequently, the CRDR team assembled

at periodic intervals to review batches of HEDs and participate in .

the final assessment process. The member who documented the HED

presented the problem, its significance, and remedial alternatives

to the team. The team, which represented a diversity of

perspectives, weighed each HED from human factors, operational, and

engi neering perspectives. After a period of discussion, the review

team leader called for an individual assessment from each team

member. These assessments were recorded and allowed the review team

leader to make a final assessment for each HED.
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Approximately 60K of the HEDs were assessed during the initial team

review process. The remaining '40/ required further investigation

before the team believed that it could reliably evaluate specific

potential problem areas. In such cases,'EDs requiring further

study were assigned to individual team members for further data

gathering in terms of significance or remedial options, or both.

Unresolved HEDs were then scheduled for resolution at subsequent

assessment gatherings of the CRDR team.
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III. OBSERVATIONS AND ASSESSMENTS

Section III presents examples of the review team observations covering

the spectrum of human factors interest. The observations are arranged

by major grouping (e.g., Panel Layout). One or more examples of HEDs

are referenced and described for each subgroup (e.g., panel organization

and grouping, mimics, etc.). The examples include the referenced HED's

unique chronological (CHRON) number, location code (e.g., "VB1" for

vertical board 1), and the review team's assessment for significance and

backfi t feasibil ity.





A. CONTROL ROOM DESIGN

A detailed examination was made of the general control room

arrangement in terms of human engineering considerations. This

re vi ew i nc1 uded environmental factors, works ta tion l ocati on,

passageways, control of access to the control room, and habitability

features including kitchen, restroom, and decor. The layout of the

control room is shown in Figure III-1.

1. Tra ffic Flow

The general arrangement of the control room allows good freedom

of movement within and between units. Access to the backracks

and to supervisory stations is unrestricted. The location of

one printer (PMMETT) impedes the flow of traffic in and out of

the control room (see Figure III-2). The concentric

arrangement of the control console in relationship to the main

control boards creates a minor inconvenience for the control

operator but its significance is judged to be low. A more

appropriate location for the PNETT printer is being

investigated.

HED CHRON:23

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - Low

LOC: OP-L

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Moderate





Limited passageway clearance for maintenance purposes was found

in the backrack area. Maintenance clearance should be 50

inches as illustrated in Figure III-3. Figures III-4 and III-5

show cases of limited clearance in the backr'acks.

'Although limited, maintenance personnel considered the spacing

adequate for their needs. No retrofit is recommended by the

review team.

HED CHRON: 20

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - Low

LOC: B-L

BACKFIT-FEASIBILITY- Hard

2. Excessive Personnel in the Control Room

Excessive numbers of people were observed in the control room

at the outset of the CRDR program. Extraneous personnel add to

the noise level and serve as a distraction to operational

personnel on duty during the normally busy day shift.

Extraneous personnel also contribute to the potential for

accidental activation of controls if such personnel are not

deliberately kept away from the control boards. In addition,

access to the central alarm station is through the control room

and this adds to traffic in and out'of the control room.





As the plant approached operation, stringent control room

admission procedures were instituted to reduce the number of

individuals in the control room, and to delineate operating

areas. Also, as construction personnel leave the site, the

number of people in the control room will diminish.

HED CHRON: 66 LOC: OP-L

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - Lau to High

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Easy

In addition to restricting the number of extraneous personnel

from the control room, personnel admitted to the control room

should be directed away from the control boards unless

expressly permitted by operators. 'n open, undemarcated

primary control room area (see Figure III-6) does not

facilitate operator control of nonoperational personnel

movements.

Since the photo shown as Figure III-6 was taken, carpeting has

been installed i n the primary operational control room areas.

"Carpet passes" and plastic chains are used to further restrict

access to the panels when necessary. In additi on, operators

have been given clear authority to evict and/or control the

movements of nonoperational personnel.

HED CHRON: 18 LOC: OP-L

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - Medi'um

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Ccmpleted





3. Shift Foreman's Office

The Shift Foreman's Office is located within the confines of

the control room next to Unit 1 control boards (see Figure

111-7). While the foreman is within hearing range of Unit 1,

direct visual access to Unit 1 is limited and Unit 2 is not

vi sible.

Closed circuit TV views of Units 1 and 2 in the Shift Foreman's

Office,are recommended..

HED CHRON: 4

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - Medium

LOC: F-L

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Moderate/Hard

4. Control Operator Workstation

At the outset of the CRDR, the control operator had a standard

desk as shown in Figure 111-8. From a seated position the

operator's view of the lowe~ portions of the vertical boards

was restricted due to the visual obstruction posed by the

center console.

A raised desk has been provided as shown in Figure 111-9.

HED CHRON: E

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - Hig h

LOC: OP-C

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Completed





5. Ccntrol Board Access Ladders

The presently used control board access ladder (see Figure

111-10) has its forward legs resting on the panel benchboard.

Two men are needed to safely move the ladder and a hazard

exists that the forward legs might actuate and/or damage a

control or other instrument on the panels. When not in use it
is typically stored on the back of the control console, posing

an obstruction to movement within aisleways.

The use of a free-standing type of ladder is being

investigated.

HED CHRON: 13

ASSESSMENT SIGNIFICANCE - Low

LOC: OP-0

BACKFIT F EAS I8ILIT Y - Eas y

6. Restroom Access

To use the restroom, which i.s located on the periphery of the

control room, the operator must ask for a relief operator to

take his place. The present restroom has limited capacity and

the operator does not know when it is occupied. Delays and

annoyance are frequently experienced since nonoperational

personnel also use the restrooms.





This has been alleviated by limiting control room access.

HEO CHRON: 10

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - L(w

LOC: B-L

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Easy

7. Kitchen Facilities

Present location of the kitchen facility (see Figure 111-11)

requires that the control operator obtain a relief before he

can use the facility. This represents an annoyance and delay

to the control operator as well as impacting relief personnel.

The kitchen is located so that access requires the user to

stand directly in a traffic aisleway. Passing personnel may

bump the user. Because of the peripheral kitchen location-

away from sight of the operating area - a pot left standing on

the range may go unattended or be forgotten.

Problems have also been experienced finding an appropriate

location for a coffee pot which operators can access directly.

Restrictions have been placed on the types of food which may be

prepared to encourage the use of the existing microwave oven.

This will also decrease the use of the stove. The installation

of a permanent coffee maker/hot water dispenser in the primary

control area is being recommended. The necessity for

fire/smoke detectors in the kitchen area has been addressed in

the Di ab1 o C anyon F i re Rev i ew.





HED CHRON: 11 LOC: B-L

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - Low

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Hard

8. Control Room Decor

The general decor, of the control room {see Figure III-12 )

shou'Id be upgraded to provide a pleasant, comfortable,

professional work environment for operators who will be

confined to the control room for long periods of time.

Carpeting has been installed and this will improve habitability

considerably. Improved operator stations and better organized

storage provisions have already improved the general appearance

of the control room. In addition, efforts are being made to

coordinate styles for new furniture purchases to help establish

a mor e professional-looking environment.

HED CHRON: 21 LOC: G-0

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - Low

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Hard

9. Storage

Storage of items in the control room (see Figure III-13) was

somewhat haphazard at the onset of the review. Since that time

two rooms have been installed on the turbine deck to provide





storage space for operators'ersonal belongings and to provide

a general meeting/study area outside of the control room. Hard

hats are no longer allowed inside the control room.' general

laydown area has been constructed in the control room. It
includes file cabinets for storage of various plant documents.

The fire brigade equipment, formerly stored behind the Unit I

vertical boards, has been i elocated outside the control room.

Further storage needs are currently under study.

HED CHRON: 24

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - Low

LOC: G-L

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Moderate

10. I 1 1 umi na tion

The majority of operators felt that illumination in the control

room was sa tisfactory. Howev er, there were some compl a ints

concerning the lighting being too bright and the inability to

uniformly dim the lighting without excessively darkening some

areas.

Based on illumination- survey results, full brightness levels

exceed NUREG-0700 recommendations. Dimming currently requires

turning off alternate banks of lights. This approach causes

unevenness across the boards. These items are undergoing

further review;





HED CHRON: 73 L'OC: G-0

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - Medium

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Moderate

'Some concern was expressed by operators regarding the adequacy

of the backup DC lighting system.

This item is undergoing further review and investigation.

HED CHRON: 74 LOC: G-0

ASSESSMENT'IGNIFICANCE - High

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Hard
r

11. Noi se

Numerous complaints regarding noise in the control room were

received from operators. The sources of noise were attributed

to:

o Phones ringing

o Alarms

o Excessive personnel

o Emergency conference line

o Instruments

It is expected that noise levels will diminish when
4

construction is completed.





The sound/noise survey will be repeated when the plant becomes

operational and startup activities are completed. The addition

of carpeting and restriction of personnel entering the control

room have helped reduce noise levels considerably.

HED CHRON: 72 LOC: G-0

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - Low

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Easy/Moderate

12. Temperature

Half of the operator interview sample felt that temperature

control was adequate. The remainder fel t that the control room

was too cold (apparently to satisfy computer needs), or the

control system did not appear to operate properly.

It is difficult to satisfy preferences when dealing with

temperature. Temperature should not be allowed to rise above

that required to ensure equipment reliability. Adninistrative

controls will be placed on the room thermostats to control

temperature to ensure system reliability.

HED CHRON: 75 LOC: G-0

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - Lav

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Easy
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Figure III-1. General control room arrangement with Unit //1 to the left and Unit //2 to the right.





FIGURE III-2
Printer located in awkward location
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Clearance for maintenance
access when bending or
kneeling is necessary
(adapted from Woodson, 1981)
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FIGURE IE-4
Limited clearance for an ISC technician in the backracks





F IGUR E III-5
Limited clearance for maintenance in the backrack area
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FIGURE II[-6
"NO TRESSPASS" areas of the control room
should be clearly demarcated
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FIGURE III-8
The top photo shows the operator's. desk while the lower photo'" '~> ~~< "*~"'c ~ ~"'~~>ol field frog~ a seated'o<jtinn





FIGURE III—9

A view of the Unit 2 Main Control Board. In the center is the
new control operators desk with more storage space for books
and an improved viewing position
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The large, heavy, cumbersome access ladder can
potentially cause accidental activation of controls
and serves as an obstacle to operator movement
along passageways
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FIGURE III-1'1
Upper photo shows the peripheral location
of the kitchen in the backrack area.
Lower photo shows a closeup view of
kitchen provisions and its location on
an aisleway





F IGUR E?1I—12

The general appearance of the control room should be upgraded
with such features as improved wall decorations
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Present storage provisions are haphazard





B. PANEL DESIGN

The control panels were reviewed in terms of anthropometric

cons i derati ons, di stributi on of system control s and di sp1 ass,

laydown space for procedures, and visual/reach access factors.

Figure III-14 shows the review team performing the review.

1. Anthropometri c Fac tors

The physical dimensions of control panels were reviewed against

anthropometric criteria for control-display placement to

accommodate 5th to 95th percentile operators (from NUREG-0700

gui del ines) . Most control s and di spl ays are wi thi n easy reach.

However, the upper band of meters and some recorders are placed

above anthropometric limits on the vertical boards. (See

Figure III-15.) Parallax is not a problem with the higher

indicators because of their design. These indicators have

split height scales so the indicator pointer is on the same

plane as the graduated scale. The use of translucent light

diffusers prevents glare from being a factor when reading the

higher indicators.

Highly placed displays have been reviewed on a case-by-case

basis to determine importance and required reading accuracy.

In most cases the normal readings for the indicators .are in the

']ower two-thirds of this scale or do not have stringent
'ccuracyrequirements. The turbine temperature recorder is





being replaced with a state-of-the-art recorder whi ch has an

individual point call up feature and an LED display in addition

to the print out. The need to replace or relocate other highly

placed recorders is being investigated. A foot stool on

rollers has also been provided for a better view of topmost

displays when required.

HED CHRON: 25 LOC: G-D

ASSESSMENT SIGNIFICANCE - Low.

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Easy/Hard

2. Control Operator Station

The original operator station was integrated into the primary

console as shown in Figure III-16. This area was somewhat

small for the larger operators, and did not offer sufficient

desk space. A conventional desk was added to serve as the

control operator's station (see Figure III-17). This desk did

not offer sufficient desk space due to an increasing recording

load on the operator, and was not positioned to afford a view

of the lower portions of the vertical boards with the operator

seated. A large cable cover under the Unit 2 desk was in the

way of the operator (see Figure 111-18).

A new control operator station was designed and installed to

overcome the deficiencies stated above (see Figure 111-9).

HED CHRON: 22 LOC: CC2-L

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - Medium

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY -'Ccmpleted





3. Concentric Console Configuration

The center console, which contains instrument and control

features for normal operation, and the vertical boards are in a

concentric arrangement with an aisleway between them as shown

in Figure III-19 . The operator at the center console is about

twelve feet away from the vertical board panels. Some systems

are divided with controls on the center console and related

panel elements on the vertical boards.

Demarcation and size-graduated, hierarchical labeling is

believed to provide the appropriate level of discernment, such

that during normal operation one operator can perform all

required tasks.

HED CHRON: 80 LOC: G-0

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - Low

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Hard

4. Backrack Equipment

Many control/display panels are, located in the backrack area

( see Figures III-20 and III-21), out of view and reach of

operators'positioned in the primary control room area.

Operators are not allowed to leave the primary area to monitor

or operate backrack consoles without a relief, except in an

emergency.
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The backracks contain:

o Radiation Monitors

o Nuclear Instrumentation Panels

o Post Accident Monitoring Panels

o Incore Thermocouple Data

o Auxiliary Building 5 Fuel Handling Ventilation Panels

o 500 kV Distribution Panels

o Fire Alarm Panel

o "500 kV Typewriter"

o Sei smi c Moni tor

o Smoke Alarm Panel

o Vibration Monitor

These panels contain information and controls required for

diagnostic purposes, status monitoring, and control functions.

The separation of backrack functions from the primary control

boards is not believed to create any insuperable operational

problems since much of this information is on the SPDS.

HED CHRON: 8 LOC: B-D

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - Medium

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Hard

Of potential concern are the radiation monitors. that are

located in backracks. These monitors are usually important

during emergency operations, and several trips back and forth

between the main control room area and the backracks may be

necessary.





Radiation information is available on the SPDS located in the

primary control room area.

HED CHRON: 3 LOC: B-D

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - Medium

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Hard

5. Procedure Laydown Provisions

The control consoles were perceived by some operators as not

offering sufficient provisions for procedures laydown. At

present, they use the sloping top surface of the center console

for procedure or drawing laydown space as illustrated in Figure

III-22 . The sloping top surface was designed to serve this

purpose.

A rolling bookcase (see Figure III-23) has been procured for

procedures laydown to supplement the console tops. Its

adequacy is being evaluated.

HRO CHRON: 19 LOC: OP-0

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - Low

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Moderate
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6. Alarm Responses

When an alarm appears on the annunciator panels, the operator

must proceed to the alarm silence control on the boards. He

must then proceed to the alarm printer s'ince many alarms are

generic-multiple input alarms. Consequently, the operator is

constantly moving between the control operator's desk, the

boards, and the alarm printer (see Figure I II-24) . Thi s

represents wasted motion that may impede operator response in

an emergency. Integration of the printer, a CRT alarm

presentation, and alarm silence/acknowledge functions in a

central location - an improved control operator's desk - are

being considered. P-250 computer-generated alarms also require

the operator to access a printer for specific alarm information

(see Figure III-25).

HED CHRON: 6 LOC: OP-L

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - Medium

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Hard

7. Safety Parameter Display System (SPDS) Location and Manning

Concept

At the time of the interviews, operators were not entirely

clear on the operytional use of the SPDS. Most fel t that the

SPDS would be used by the Shift Supervisor and/or the Shift

Technical Advisor (STA). However, some thought that, it was





intended for the Control Operator (CO). While some felt that

all relevant information that the CO needs is on the panels,

others felt that the SPDS offered the CO a good aid in the

event of an accident. Some concern was expressed that the SPDS

"would draw a crowd" and thus interfere with operator

activities. Some felt that the SPDS should be available at the

control console. At least one draft Emergency Response

Procedure callsd for use of the SPDS by operators.

The manning concept for the SPDS has been resolved. At the

time of the interviews the SPDS was partially installed and

nonoperational and its operating scheme was not defined. (See

Figure III-26.)

Special training has been provided to operators in the use and
H

purpose of the SPDS. Emergency drills are conducted to further

ensure that all operators are familiar with the manning concept

for the SPDS in relation to control board operation in the

event of an accident.

HEO CHRON: 35 LOC: OP-0

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - High

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Easy
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FIGURE III-14
Review Team members and Human Factors consultants
performing surveys of the vertical boards during
the review
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FIGURE III-15
The uppermost displays on the vertical boards are too high for the fifth percentile subject in the photo to the right.
A ninety-fifth percentile subject on the left has no problem viewing





FIGURE III-16
Desk built into primary consoles is too small
and offers insufficient desk space-
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FIGURE III—17
Conventional desk used as the CO station wasreplaced with a customized station
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FIGURE III—18

Obstacle under the Unit 2 CO desk
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FIGURE III-19
Concentric console arrangement with the center console in the
foreground and vertical board consoles behind
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FIGURE IH—21

Post Accident Monitoring Panels 1 (right) and 2 (left)
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FIGURE HI-22
Operator using the sloping back of the center console
for document/drawing laydown and use
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FIGURE Ef-23
A rolling bookcase has been acquired for procedure
laydown while operating the boards, however,
this model appears large and cumbersome





FIGURE III-24
The location of the printer, the control operator's desk
and the alarm controls require the operator to waste
motions in response to alarms
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FIGURE III-25
Computer generated alarms require access to printer
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The SPDS consoles are peripherally located





C. PANEL LAYOUT

Panel layouts were reviewed in detail utilizing checklists. Data

derived from interviews, critical incidents, and task analyses

provided additional insights into man-machine interface problems..

The control panels reviewed included those in the primary area of

the control room, those located in the backracks, and the emergency

shutdown panels, Panel layouts were reviewed to determine whether

the organization of components was logical and corresponded to

operator expectations. The use of human engineering panel layout

principles was examined, i.e., mimic/pictorial arrangements,

functional grouping and demarcation, frequency-of-use, operational

sequence, and importance.

1. Panel Organization and Grouping

While panel components are generally grouped in a logical

manner on the boards, the boundaries and relationships between

groupings and subgroupings could be better differentiated than

as shown in Figures III-27 and III-28. Then the operator could

tell at a glance where one subsystem begins or ends. Large

groupings of identical control-display modules, symmetrically

arrayed, do not identify the interrelationships between

components. To locate a specific panel element, the operator

must scan a number of small labels, which are identical in

appearance {see Section III.F, Labeling). This situation

generally slows operator responses, provides opportunities for





misidentification of controls, and increases operator training

time.

Operators have recognized these problems and have initiated

compensatory actions. Note the lines of demarcation that have

been added to one panel, shown as Figure 111-29, to

differentiate LOOP 1-4 subgroupings of displays. This initial
attempt to provide functional demarcation of panel groupings

and subgroupings will be extended. Size-graduated,

hierarchical labeling schemes will also be used to further

enhance the functional groupings (see Section III.F, Labeling).

HEO CHRON; 14 LOC: G-P

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - Medium/High

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Moderate

2. Mimic Panel Arrangements

Mimic panel arrangements have been provided on some sections of

the benchboards. Operators generally place high value on mimic

layouts. In reviewing mimic conventions, some lack of

standardization was observed in format, coding, flow line

presentation, and symbols. Scme mimic components could be

better identified.

Existing mimic arrangements have been reviewed for accuracy and

consistency of human factors design practices and will be

enhanced. (See Figures III-30, III-31, and III-32 ).
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HED: 17 LDC: VB1-P

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - Medium

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Moderate

3. Control -Displ ay Separati ons

While controls and displays are generally grouped logically,

operators have noted instances where improvements are

desirable:

a. Steam Generator controls are separated from their

associated indications.

b. Charging and Letdown are not on the same panel.

c. Chlorine m'onitors and radiation monitors for Unit 1 and

Unit 2 are located in the Unit 2 portion of the control

room.

d. The Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCS) makeup

controls are on the control console while indications are

on a vertical board.

e. Pressurizer temperature and level controls are on the

control console while indications are on a vertical board.





Some of the items reported by operators result from a

separation of related panel elements between the center console

and the vertical boards. Functional demarcation and

size-graduated hierarchical labeling will alleviate the

majority of the above-mentioned separations. For those

separations not adequately improved, the review team is

investigating the need for relocation.

BED CHRON: 77 LOC: G-P

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - Moderate

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Hard

4. Car dox (C02) and Deluge System Panel Layout

This panel is divided into two sections: C02 and DELUGE. Each

section contains Unit I and 2 related control groupings - as

shown in Figures III-33 and III-34. The unit panels are

arranged such that their relative positions are reverse that of

the ma'in control room areas. Corresponding controls for both

units're also not in the same relative location, as indicated

in Figure III-35.

The panel will be rearranged to provide exact correspondence

between identical Unit .I and Unit 2 groupings. The need to

reverse the panel ordering to match the main control room area

i s being investigated.
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HEO CHRON: 59 LOC: F- P

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - Med/High

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Moderate/High

The Cardox and Deluge System panel has two wide doors that

swing, open. When open, they pose an obstruction to movement

within an ai sleway. When closed, obstacles are sometimes left

in front of these doors, e.g., water bottle cart, boxes of

control room supplies, etc. (See Figure III-36).

Among the. possible solutions being considered are: (1)

replacing the doors to prevent accidental activation of

controls, or (2) replacing the swing-out doors with a drop

panel door.

HEO CHRON: 58 LOC: F-L
ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - Low/Medium

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Moderate

6 . Miscellaneous Panel Arrangement Problems

Operators have suggested improvements in the arrangement of

panel elements. These include controls, numerical

progressions, and panel elements that appear misplaced with

respect to related panel components The following specific

items have been recorded:
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a. Control Room Pressurization indication appears to be

reversed from expected arrangement.

b. Auxiliary Saltwater cross-tie valves'CV-496 and RCV-495

tag numbers are in reverse order, e.g., valve 1 and valve

2.

c. Boric Acid System Valves A-type are associated with Pump 2

while B-type are associated with Pump 1.

d. Unit 2 Boric Acid is a mirror image of Unit 1.

An investigation of these items has revealed the following:

There are some differences between device numbering and the

numbering of the associated equipment. Other differences are

due to the opposite hand layout of Unit 1 and Unit 2. These

di fferences also exist in the main control boards. Enhancement

of functional groupings and device identification using

demarcation and hierarchical labeling (as discussed in

Subsections III.C.1 and III.F.10, respectively) will minimize

these differences.

HED CHRON: 79 LOC: G- P

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - Moderate

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Easy to Hard
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F1GUR E III—27

Many panels in the control room are not functionally
demarcated or organized to show mimic relationships





FIGURE III-28
Backrack panels are not functionally demarcated or
mimiced in many cases
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FIGURE III—29

Operators have initiated attempted to functionally
demarcate related panel groupings





FIGURE GI—30

The existing mimics show lack of standardization in layout
conventions. The sketch below shows an initial attempt
to clarify the mimic shown above
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FIGURE III-31
Part of the mimic showing the use of symbols
for Reactor Coolant Pumps





FIGURE III—32
Part of the CVCS mimic which demonstrates some
symbols used and tyoical labelin:„scheme for valve .
controls





F IGUR E IH-33
The front wall of the control room where some of the
annunciators and controls for the fire control systems
have been located. A review team member surveys
the cardox and deluge system control panel
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FIGURE III-34
Unit 1 and Unit 2 panel groupings are interspersed rather than
isolated according to unit. Also, the operator with his back to
the unit control boards is in the wrong positional orientation
with respect to Unit 1 and Unit 2 panel components





FIGURE III—35

Corresponding Unit 1 and Unit 2 controls are not
in the same relative locations





FlGURE HI-36
Obsta"les may be placed in front of tke Cardox
and Da!uge System panel





D. CONTROLS

The design of controls was examined for such factors as ease of

identification, ease of operation, direction of motion in relation

to population stereotypes, and potential for accidental activation.

The interviews, checklist reviews, and task analyses revealed the

human engineering discrepancies noted below.

1. Control Actuation Force

The control actuation forces required to operate controls on

the boards were generally found to be within comfortable

ranges. The few exceptions to this generalization reported by

operators are indicated below:

o The rod bank selector switch for Unit 2 on CC1 requires

excessive force to activate.

o The unit trip lockout relay for Unit 2 on VB4 is difficult

to reset.

o Unit trip lockout relays 86 Gl and 86 G11 require very

high force to relet.
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The Unit I counterparts for .the above controls were all found

to be within acceptable limits for force requirements. It is

expected that the Unit 2 controls will also offer less

resistance to movement with use.

HED CHRON: 43 LOC: G-C

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - Low

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Moderate

2. Control Movement Directi on

Most controls are designed to conform with control movement

stereotypes, e.g., a clockwise rotation of controls is

associated with an increase in value or function actuation; a

left-to-right or upward movement of linear controls is

associated with an i ncrease in actuation. Several exceptions

were noted as follows:

o The reactor trip controls require a counter-clockwise

rotation to effect a TRIP (see Figure III-37).

o The battery ammeter range selectors provide HI/LO options

in the apparent reverse orientation (s'ee Figure III-38).

o A number of toggle switches, as illustrated in Figure

III-39, offer CLOSED and OPEN/NORMAL options in an

apparent reverse relationship.
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PGandE is investigating revising switch action and/or revising

existing labels as required.

HED CHRON: 45 LOC'-C

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - Med/Hi gh

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Easy

3. Ambiguous Control Operation Characteristics

The operational characteristics of some controls could be

better differentiated by their labeling or configuration. For

example, the containment purge control must be held in the open

position for 10 to 15 seconds, otherwise an automatic closure

occurs. The operator is not provided any cues that this

control must be held in the OPEN position for a protracted

period. Spring-.loaded, momentary control switches are not

differentiated from fixed-detent switches either by control

coding or appropriate labeling cues.

Methods of coding controls to differentiate their operating

characteristics are being investigated. Additional operator

training may also be required.

HED CHRON: 47 LOC: G-C

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - Medium

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Moderate
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4. Ccntrol Option Labeling and Markings

While the overwhelming majority of controls are properly

labeled and marked to indicate avai.lable control options, some

minor differences were observed. As i llustrated in Figures

III-40, III-41, and III-42, inconsistencies in the labeling of

control options were observed; in one case, control options are

embedded in the control label plate while in most cases control

options are provided on an escutcheon that surrounds the knob.

Figure 111-43 shows controls where the OFF positions are in

different orientations. In other cases (see Figures III-44,

II 1-45, and III-46), control options are not marked or labeled.

Efforts are being made to standardize switch markings as rich

as possible. Unmarked options will be added where appropriate.

Switch marki ngs which do not represent a control option will be

removed.

HED CHRON: 48 LOC: G-C

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - Medium

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Moderate
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5. Nondistinct Controls

Operators identified several controls that could use enhanced

identification and differentiation:

o Scme RESETS are confusing, e.g., BLOCK and RESET for NIS

and PRESSURIZER SI.

o PHASE A and PHASE B ACTUATES are similar in shape but very

different in consequences.

The use of hierarchical labels, demarcation, and

verification of label accuracy will clarif'y the controls

and their functions.

HED CHRON: 84 LOC: G-C

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - High

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Easy

6. Controller Actuation Feedback

Some controllers and control switches lack direct feedback

regarding system response to control actions. The indicators

of the Hagan controllers on the boards frequently indicate

demand signal rather than system response, i.e., valve position

(see Figure III-47 ). Not all control switches have local

indication (e.g., status lights, ammeters) to show that the
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desired control function has occurred. In some instances,

indirect feedback is provided via the control room annunciators
'

or monitor light box status l ights.

PGandE is investigating means of providing additional feedback

where desired.

HED CHRON: 42 LOC: G-C

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - Low/Med

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Hard

7. Controls That Could be Relocated to Secondary Locations

Operators singled out specific controls that in their opinion

may not be needed in'he primary control room area or which

were superfluous. Where such conclusions are fully justified,

PGandE may remove or relocate the controls in question to make

space for necessary panel additions. Specific controls

identified were:

o Generator protection cutouts could be in backracks.

o ContOinment iodine removal fans could be in backracks.

o Aux bldg bent charcoal filter preheater could be in

backracks with related controls.
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HED CHRON: 85 LOC: G-C

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - Low

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Hard

8. Speci fi c Control Operati on Cases

The Critical Incident Technique yielded case histories of

control operation cases with human engineering implications:

a. Exhaust Fan Operation

Construction personnel were attempting to gain access to

the exhaust fan room. The operator in the control room

shut off the fan in that room. However, when the

construction worker went into the room, the system was in

operation. A second fan had actuated automatically

without the control room operator being aware of it.

The operation of the fans in question is not clear from

the control labeling. Labeling will be modified to

clarify .system operation coupled with greater operator

training.

HED CHRON: 99 LOC: G-C

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - Medium/High

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Moderate
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b. Control Option Reversal

The 12 KV BUS E TRANSFER SWITCH has the XFER to SU on the

left and XFER to AUX on the right as shown in Figure

111-48. The corresponding breaker control switch for SU

and AUX are positioned in reverse order. This mismatch is

confusing to operators and has caused operational errors.

This mismatch will be corrected.

HED CHRON: 12 LOC: VB5-P

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - Medium

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Easy

9. Accidental Activation of Controls

The control panels were reviewed for possibilities of

accidental activation of controls. Controls are located away

from the edge of the benchboards and are not vulnerable to

accidental disturbance (see Figure 111-49). Some controls that

project into passageways on the backrack panels are susceptible

to contact with passing personnel or carts as shown in Figure

II I-51. The need for guard rails or additional control

guarding is being investigated.

HED CHRON: 39 LOC: G-C

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - 'Medium

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Easy
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10. Guarding Cri tical Con tro1 s

Control guards of different types are utilized to protect

critical controls. Barriers flank toggle switches to prevent

accidental activation (see Figure III-52). In. other cases,

plastic covers have been made to fit over projecting knobs, as

illustrated in Figure III-53.

During the enhancement implementation program, critical

controls will be further reviewed and appropriate guarding

measures will be applied.

Operators have expressed concern that janitors may cause

accidental activation of controls in cleaning the panels. One

noted that operators may trip over electric cords for vacuum

cleaners and come into accidental contact with the boards.

Janitors have been instructed on the potential negative

consequences of their activities in the control room. Only

operators clean panels during normal operation in PGandE

plants.

HED CHRON: 67 LOC: G-0

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - Low

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Easy
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FIGURE III-37
The REACTOR TRIP control above requires a counterclockwise
rotation for actuation while other safety actuations require a

clockwise motion as shown in the lower photo





flGURE HI-38
Example ot a control where the direction of control
motion violates population stereotypes
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F l GUR E III-39
The OPEN —NORh1AL Position should be above the Cl OSED Position





FIGURE 1II-40
Control options imbedded in switch label (see top photo)
in contrast to the customary switch escutcheon plate
as shown below





F I GUR E III-41
Examples of control switches having un-marked positions





F IGUR E XII-42
An example of a switch located on the mimic having
an unmarked mid position on the escutcheon
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FIGURE IK-43
Two adjacent controls with the OFF position in different orientations





FIGURE III-44
The operational characteristics of the BLOCK option above
is not clear. Is the control spring-loaded? Is the position the
OFF condition? Compare with the RESET -? - 8LOCK
options on the controls below
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FlGURE III-46
Three position control plate with one option marked
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F I GUR E IlI-47
Hagan controllers do not provide system response feedback
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FIGURE III—49

Controls placed near the edge of benchboards
are vulnerable to accidental activation.





An exaryp!e of hn"! .,uaros are used over important switches
to pr"ven; in '.'.~ tar:t operation
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FIGURE III-52
Toggle switches are guarded with Larriers to
accidental acctiva tion
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FIGURE XE-53

Large plastic covers that sit over projecting knobs
, to prevent their accidental operation
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E. DISPLAYS

The design of disp'lays was examined for data availability, data

usability, and display readability. The interviews, checklist

reviews, and task analyses revealed the observations noted below.

1. Display Information Adequacy

The displays were checked for adequacy of information and

appropriateness to the task through operator interviews and

emergency procedure walk-throughs . While the review team has

found that required displays have been provided and generally

grouped logically, operators have noted that additional

information may be desirable:

o Indication that the Main Feed Pump i s on turning gear

o Radiation monitor for S/G blowdown

o Postaccident monitor and Rx vessel level up front

o Feedwater pressure downstream of feed regulator valve

o TV monitor of auxiliary operator station and containment
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' Excess letdown flow information

o Steam generator pressure recorders

The review team is further investigating the need for the

a ddi tiona 1 in forma tion.

HED CHRON: 81 LOC: G-0

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - Medium

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Hard

2. Usability of Displayed Values

While most displays are scaled in appropriate units, several

instances were found where the indicator/meter scales do not

match the actual process values being measured. An example is

where a meter with a 0-150V scale is used to indicate that a

4kV bus is energized. In other cases, indicators are scaled in

X level where an actual level in inches, feet, or elevation is

more meaningful.

The subject indicators will be rescaled to reflect more useful

units where necessary.

HED CHRON: 416 LOC: VB4-0

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - Moderate/High

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Easy/Moderate
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3. Display Contrast/Readability

The contrast on meter scales used in the control room is

generally good with black-on-white being the standard color

scheme. 'The few exceptions of black-on-yellow scales. for some

backrack recorders and red-on-white for some radiation monitors

still show adequate, contrast. In one, case an indicator scale

had dirtied with age but was still readable.

HED CHRON: 570 LOC: .CC3-D

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - Low

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Easy

4. Scale Characteristics

A review of scale characteristics resulted in the following

observations:

a. Gra dati ons

Several indicator, meter, recorder, and gauge scales were

identified as having more than the nine recommended

graduations between numbered markings.

These scales will be revised to meet NUREG-0700

guidelines.
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KED CHRON: 284 LOC: VB3-D

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - Moderate

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Easy

b. Subdivisions

Some displays were identified as using unorthodox scale

progressions.

For most of these, the scales will be revised to meet the

NUREG-0700 guidelines. For a select few, re-ranging the

instrument loop (to facilitate scaling and reading of the

displays) is being investigated.

HED CHRON'90 LOC: VB3-D

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - Moderate

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Easy

C. Use of Nonlinear Scales for Flow Measurement

In some instances, flow indicators use nonlinear scales.

If the flow values of interest are in the mid to higher

ranges, they can normally be read easily and accurately.

If the flow values of interest are in the lower ranges

they may difficult to read and may have a low accuracy due

to the square root nature of the indicator scale.
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The flow indicators using square root scales are being

reviewed to determine their suitability for the

'ppropriateapplication(s). Flow ranges and/or instrument

loops will be revised where necessary to increase the

readability and accuracy of values currently in the lower

indicator ranges.

HED CHRON: 374 LOC: VB2-D

ASSESSMENT'IGNIFICANCE - High

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Moderate

d. Scale Compatibi1 i ty

Several cases were found where adjacent i'ndicators which

displayed identical or related information required for

comparison did not have identical scales.

In these cases, indicator scales will be revised as

required to make them identical where needed. Care will

be taken to ensure that the new scales meet human factors

guidelines established by EPRI.

HED CHRON: 281 LOC: VB3-D

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - High

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Easy
W
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5. Directionality of Movement and Numbering

Scale values for fixed-scale, moving-pointer meters should

increase in a clockwise direction for circular meters, an

upward direction for vertical meters, and to the right for

horizontal meters. All of the meters observed in the DCPP

control room met these criteria. Moving scale meters are not

used within the control room area.

6. Pointers

The following observations were made regarding display

pointers:

a ~ The separation between the pointer and scale exceeded the

NUREG-0700 guideline of 1/16 inch for several meters and

indicators in the control room. In no case was the

separation found to.be greater than 1/8 inch. This slight

deviation from the guidelines does not warrant any

corrective action as readings could easily be made within

the display accuracies.

HED CHRON: 558 LOC: VB2-D

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - Low

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - No change required
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b. The pointers on the circular meters and ammeters used in

the control room all have the potential to partially

obscure numbered markings on the meter scales. Since the

pointers on these devices are relatively narrow, the

readings tend to be stable within a small band, and the

scales have otherwise well-marked numbered divisions and

subdivisions, the potential for error is low and does not

warrant any corrective action.

HED CHRON: 499 LOC: VB1-0

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - Low

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - No change required

7. Banding of Displays

Color banding to denote normal operating (green), marginal

(amber), and out-of-limit (red) conditions has been added to

several indicators. The banding was applied directly to the

'utside of the indicator face covers using either see-through

tape or ink from a felt marker. Besides reducing the apparent

scale contrast, the tape tends to crack and peel, and the ink

markings fade with time.

The review team recommends using an opaque green band only

which will denote the normal operating range for each device.

The banding shall be applied directly to the indicator face
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directly beneath the pointer, and adjacent to, but not

covering, the scale divisions. This will ensure that the

banding does not degrade the readability of the indicator due

to decreased scale contrast or pointer obscuration.

HEO CHRON: 502 LOC: YB1-D

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - Moderate

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Moderate

8. Markings Orientation

The numerals on the scales for all of the circular, vertical,

and horizontal meters, indicators, and recorders within the

control room and remote shutdown facilities are all oriented in

the upright positi on. The numerals do follow the curve of the

scale on ammeters and some backrack radiation monitors. These

curved scales subtend an arc of no more than 90'nd are easily

read with their current numeral orientation.

HEO CHRON: 315 LOC: B-0

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - Low

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - No change required





9., Recorders

Recorders were reviewed using checklists, surveys, and operator

interviews. Generally, the recorders were suited to their

required task., were legible and well maintained. Certain

exceptions were found and documented.

a 0 During the control room surveys, the review team noted

some cases where recorders were lacking pen or scale

identification. The recorders used for monitoring the

diesel generator status used temporary labels.

These items will be addressed during the overall label

enhancement program which will ensure that all recorders

and pens are identified with permanent labels.

HED CHRON: 263 LOC: B-D

ASSESSMENT'IGNIFICANCE - Hig h

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Easy

b. During the control room surveys, a few cases were noted

where the chart paper for a recorder did not exactly match

the recorder scale. Sufficient quantities of the

different papers will be stocked to avoid the need for

using the wrong scaled paper on like recorders. Chart

paper requirements'ill'be provided within the recorder.

housing to ensure that the correct paper is used.
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HED CHRON: 264 LOC: B-D

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - Mod/High

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Easy

It was noted in the surveys and confirmed in the operator

interviews that some of the printed chart recorders used

in the control room are difficult to read. This is mostly

due to the obscuration of channel identifiers resulting

from overlapping of printed points. A general lack of

single point select capability for these recorders

compounds this problem.

Some of these recorders are currently being replaced with

state-of-the-art models which have single point select and

LED channel readout display-on-demand capabilities. The

remaining recorders will be reviewed to determine if a

general upgrade is necessary. It should be noted that for

recorders of this type deviations from trends are

~ frequently more important than actual values.

HED CHRON: 425 LOC: VB4-D

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - Low/Mod

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Hard
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d. During the review, several of the human factors

observations for recorders were identified as being

maintenance related. These included pens misaligned with

scales, pointers misaligned with p'ens, and markings worn

off of scales.

The plant personnel have been notified of the specific

observations and have taken corrective action. The.

operators have an administrative procedure for requesting

maintenance on plant equipment, so no additional

corrective action is required.

HED CHRON: 498 LOC: VB1-0

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - Low

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Easy

10. Counters

The mechanical counters used in the control room generally have

white numbers on a black background and are easily read from
I

normal viewing distances. The numerals on the control and

shutdown banks counters on the control console are slightly

recessed but are visually aligned for easy viewing from the

i ntended location of the operator.

HE 0 CHRON: 580 LOC: CC1-D

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - Low

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Hard
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F. LABELING

The. control room labeling was reviewed in terms of completeness and

accuracy of labels, readability, visibility, proper sizing for

reading distances, and ease of component identification. The

interviews, checklist reviews, and task analyses revealed the

observations noted below.

1. Completeness of Labeling

Controls, displays, and other component items that the operator

must locate, identify, and manipulate are presently identified

with labels. Several minor exceptions noted were:

o synchroscope lights

o watthour meters

o some recorders on backracks

All components which require identification will be labeled

during the enhancement
process.'EO

CHRON: 567

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - Low

LOC: CC3

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Easy
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2. Label Yisibility

Labels are clearly visible in most cases from normal operator

.positions along the boards. However, large projecting knobs,

such as those shown in Figure III-54, can obscure straight line

visibility of control option designations or the identifying

label .

The original label plates were replaced in several cases with

extended option escutcheons as shown in Figure III-55. Note

also that'he original pointer on the base of the knob, which

is difficult to see, has similarly been extended by the

addition of a large gravoflex pointer to the knob shaft. The

addition of extended pointers and control'ption plates will be

considered for any other cases.

HED CHRON: 26 LOC: G-0

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - LOW

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - EASY
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3. Labeling Terminology

Operators report that there are instances where labeling

terminology could use enhancement. Many such instances have

already been resolved by the addition of new labels that are

clearer in terms of intended meaning. Some still persist,

however. Examples of labeling terminology which may need

enhancement are shown in Figures III-56, III-57 and III-58.

The individual labels will be further scrutinized during the

enhancement program described 'in Section IV.

Repetitious labels in close proximity also have a high

potential for operator confusion. These are cases where the

labels are essentially identical except for one or two words

which distinguish the different device functions. The use of

hierarchical labeling as described in Section IV will eliminate

this problem.

HED CHRON: 27 LOC: G-D

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - Med/High

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Moderate
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4. Label Sizing for Actual Reading Distance

The operator may attempt to monitor displays that are beyond

normal panel viewing/reading distances. The concentric

arrangement of primary and secondary consoles, as shown in

Figure III-59, may require the operator to manipulate controls

at the primary console while monitoring associated displays on

the vertical boards which are about twelve feet away. The

letter size currently used on the identification labels for

controls and displays is I/8 inch. Label character height

should be sized for reading distance.

Figure III-60 shows preliminary attempts to provide larger

labels to ensure accurate readability from a twelve-foot

viewing distance. Note that only the main headings are

readable. The use of hierarchical labeling techniques as shown

in Figure III-69 will allow the operator to identify displays

from the control console area.

HED CHRON: 28 LOC: G-D

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - Med/Hi gh

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Moderate
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5. Label Contrast

White-on-black labels have generally been provided throughout

the control room. While white-on-black labels initially offer

excellent contrast for readability, the white engraved

characters tend to fill in with dirt, dust, grease, and pen or

pencil markings, thereby reducing contrast between characters

and background with a corresponding decrease in legibility (see

Figure III-62).

Black-on-light background labels offer the same high contrast

as the currently used white-on-black labels and they avoid the

problem of filling engraved characters with dirt. Present

i dentification labels will be replaced with black-on-light

background labels.

HED CHRON'0 LOC: G-D

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - High

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Easy

6. Label Orientation

Labels are oriented horizontally and can be read in the normal

left-to-right orientation.
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7. Label Mounting

Labels are securely mounted to the panels. They are generally

held in place with screws, with little possibility for

accidental removal.

8. Covered Labels

Tags that are affixed to controls or displays should not cover

labels or adjacent displays. While care has been taken
to'void

covering labels (see Figure III-63), some controls and

displays offer difficulties (see Figures III-64 and III-65).

Special tagging practices unique to the diverse controls. on the

boards are being investigated to avoid obscuring adjacent

information, displays, or controls.

HED CHRON: 44 LOC: G-D

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - Hig h

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Easy
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9. Label Placement

Labels should preferably be placed consistently above the panel

elements being identified. Present labeling conventions in the

control room provide for labeling of controls from above and

placement of display labels below components as shown in

Figures III-66 and III-67 . Such inconsistencies in label

placement practices do not appear to present problems so long

as the labels are placed in closer proximity to the items being

identified than any other panel components; this is generally

the case, as shown in Figure III-66.

Operators did not report instances of misidentifying

instruments or controls due to inconsistent label placement

practices. However, a thorough relabeling program is being

instituted (see item 11) to provide better contrast,

hierarchical labeling, etc.

HED CHRON: 539

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - Med

LOC: G-0

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Easy
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10. Hierarchical, Size-Graduated Labeling

The predominant labeling scheme consists of identically sized

labels with highly repetitive wording within functionally
l

grouped components. For example (see Figure 111-68), there may

be a series of labels which read:

ACCUM 11 VENT & H2 FILL VLV

ACCUN 12 VENT 8( H2 FILL VLV

The label element that differentiates this array of identical

appearing modules is the numerical designation: 11, 12, etc.

Such repetitive and undifferentiated labeling practices can

increase operator visual scan and search time.

A hierarchical, size-graduated labeling scheme, as illustrated

in Figure I II-69, is the preferred enhancement. Such

hierarchical labeling schemes are a natural concomitant to the

functional demarcation of related panel elements into

functionally related groups and subgroups as discussed in

Section III.C.1, Panel Organization and Groupings.

Preliminary attempts to provide size-graduated labels arid

functional demarcation are in evidence in the control room as

shown in Figure III-70 . These will be refined and extended to

all functionally grouped panel elements on a panel-by-panel

basis.
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HED CHRON: 15 LOC: G-P

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - Med/Hi gh

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Moderate

11. Inconsistent Labeling Practices

As changes have been made over time to the original labeling

scheer, inconsistencies have been introduced. For example,

black-on-white labels are intermixed with the originally

provided white-on-black labels, and label character heights and

widths may vary for comparable identification applications.

These inconsistencies are illustrated in Figure III-71. In

other cases, vendor-supplied labels vary from plant standards.

Detailed labeling design conventions are being established and

will be systematically applied as part of a retrofit program..

Once the revised labeling scheme is in place, administrative

controls will ensure adequate configuration control to maintain

the labeling scheme.

HEO CHRON: 29 LOC: G-D

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE .- Med

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Easy
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FIGURE III-54
Large control knobs obscure control option labels.
Also, the pointer at the base of the control knob
is not visible
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FIGURE IG-55
To compensate for visibility'problems caused by
large control knobs, the pointing feature has
been enlarged and an extended control option
label plate has been provided
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F IGURE III-56
Confusing terminology: "Cut-in the Cut-out Switch"





FIGURE III-57
An example of how labeling is used to enhance
the meaning of color coded indicating lights





FIGURE III-58
An example of switches located on the mimic which have
inconsistent abbreviations and confusing labeling





FIGURE III-59
Operator situated at the primary console has difficultyreading
labels on the secondary consoles, and vice versa. Vertical board
labels are about twelve feet away from the operator's eye
when the operator is stationed at the primary console
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FIGURE IK-60
Enlarged labels have been added to ensure
readibility from a distance





FIGURE llI—61

Control switch indicating lights are color coded
to show equipment status
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FIGURE III-62
White-on-black labels get filled in with dirt
and offer poor contrast for readability
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A control tag where the tag avoids covering labels,
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An example of information tags obscuring meters and
name plates of nonaffected indicators
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Labels have been placed above controls and below
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FIGURE III-67
Control Console 1. Indication and controls for Nuclear Instrumentation
and Rod Control. Note the enhancement of star control switches
to improve readability
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FIGURE III-68
Highly repetetive labeling lacking size differentiation
that would reduce scan time and misidentification
errors
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FIGURE III-70
Preliminary attempt to introduce size. graduated
labeling and functional demarcation of
panel elements
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G.. ANNUNCIATORS

The control room annunciators were reviewed in detail using

checklists, operator interview data, and results from the task

analysis. The following paragraphs describe the existing

annunciator and the nature of annunciator discrepancies observed.

1. Main Annunciator Windows

The main annunciator system consists of 20 window groupings

with 25 windows each. The window groupings are located at the

top of the vertical boards. The groupings are generally

assigned a particular plant system such as primary, or

safeguards, etc. Each window may have a single or multiple

input. Multiple input windows have reflash capability. When

an input comes into the alarm state, the associated window

starts flashing and the alarm horn is activated. Once the

operator acknowledges the alarm, the horn is silenced and the

window stops flashing and remains on. .When the alarm input

returns to normal, the window goes dark. If the input returns

to normal before the operator acknowledges the alam, the

window goes from flashing to dark when acknowledged.

Generally the windows are easy to read from anywhere within the

CO's viewing area due to their large bold lettering.
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2. Mai n Annunciator System Summary

The CRDR team, in agreement with the ear'lier human factors

review, has determined that selected hardware changes to the

main annunicator system could improve the efficiency of the

control room operators. The existing system is adequately

designed to perform its intended function, however, as a result

of this review, several areas of potential improvement were

documented. Examples of potential improvements include:

o standardized locations for acknowledge buttons

o addition of an alarm summary CRT

o change the audible alarm of one of the unit's annunciator

so that it is distinguishable from the other unit's

annunciator.

The review team is working with Project Engineering to develop

a proposal for enhancing the main annunciator. The

enhancements will be completed no later than the second

refueling outage.
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3. Auxiliary Annunciators

Auxiliary annunciators in the control room which are used by

the operators are dedicated to either the fire detection system

or the radiation monitoring system. These auxiliary

annunciators input to the main annunciator. When an alarm

occurs on the auxiliary annunciator it also causes an alarm at

the main annunciator. The operator is alerted and goes to the

auxiliary annunciator for specific information on the alarm

condi tion.

HEDs on these auxiliary annunciators were identified in the

checklists and the operator interviews. Most operator concerns

were related to interpretation of readouts and accessibility.

See Figure I II-72.

HED CHRON: 56 & 57

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - High

BACKFIT FEASIBiLITY - Har d

LOC: G- D
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H. COMMUNICATIONS

The communication systems were reviewed in terms of phonetic

reproduction capabilities, usage, and coverage.

1. Phonetic Reproduction

The review team performed a phonetic reproduction test of the

plant phone system. No observations were recorded regarding

phonetic reproduction.

2. Usage

a ~ The review team surveyed the use of the existing phone

system including placement of phones, cord lengths, and

information needs. Most phones are within easy reach and

are convenient to use. From operator interviews, however,

the review team found some ambiguity as to phone decorum

(e.g., excessive incoming calls). This is being further

investigated.

HED CHRON: 52

ASSESSMENT: S IGNIFIGANCE - Hi gh

LOC: OP-0

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Moderate





b. During a recent activity, a review team member had the

opportunity to observe additional phone usage under

simulated emergency operating conditions. In one case, an

individual was relaying information as well as recording

the status of components. While the individual was able

to perform both tasks, a small head set would have made

the tasks easier.

In another case, during communication from the control

room to the Technical Support Center, an'ndividual

accessed three separate phones to conduct his activities

due to busy lines. A phone with multichannel capability

located adjacent to the Safety Parameter Display System

would alleviate this situation.

HED CHRON: 620

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - High

LOC: G-0

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Moderate

2. Coverage

The existing system uses code calls to contact individuals who

may be needed for a particular task. During the interviews

operators indicated that there are areas where these code calls

cannot be heard.
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The plant is installing a new paging system which should

alleviate this situation.

HED'HRON: 51

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - High

LOC: G-0

=BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Moderate
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J. PROCEDURES

The new .functionally-oriented emergency procedures were reviewed by

walking through the procedures and documenting the review on the

walk-through worksheets. A sample walk-through and worksheet is

found in Appendix C. Based on this technique, a set of HEDs was

generated which identified potential improvement areas. The review

team transmitted their findin'gs to the operations personnel

responsible for procedures generation and subsequent procedure

revisions were modified.

1. Pm cedure Avai labi 1 i ty

Emergency procedures are generally well identified and easily

accessible. During the early stages of the review, emergency

procedures had not yet been provided at the hot shutdown panel.

They have since been provided.

HED CHRON: 341

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - High

LOC: ES-0

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Easy
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2. Procedure Clarity

The new functionally-oriented emergency procedures were

generally very specific and clear. Certain exceptions were

noted as follows:

a. Procedure lists setpoints in var ious steps, first without

brackets and then within brackets, e.g., 4% L20Ã]. This .

was not clear to the review team. This is being explained
A

during operator training in the use of the new emergency

procedures.

HED CHRON: 208

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - High

LOC: EP-0

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Easy.

b. The emergency procedure used statements such as "No Steam

Generator pressure decreasing in an uncontrolled manner"
I

without guidelines as to what "an uncontrolled manner" is.

This statement and others like it will be clarified and

operators trained to recognize the corresponding event.

LOC: EP-0HED CHRON: 527

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - Moderate

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Easy
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3. Procedure Completeness

The review team found that although the emergency procedures

were generally complete and thorough, some exceptions were

noted.

a. A step in Emergency Procedure 1. 1 left out two valves (FCV

749 and FCV 750 ) from the listed lineup.

This has been corrected in the new revision.

BED CHRON: 469

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - Hig h

LOC: EP-0

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Easy

b. A step in Emergency Procedure 1 calls out to check Phase B

Containment Isolation not actuated. Operator noted that

he would then check containment pressure but this was not

called out by the procedure.

The need for this additional step is being investigated

and the procedure will be modified accordingly.

HED CHRON: 203

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - High

LOC: EP-0

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Moderate
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4. Procedure Label Correspondence

The labels for the new emergency procedures were generally

accurate and corresponded well with the control room. An

exception noted was that:

a ~ Emergency procedure 0.2 uses different terminology than

the operator in regard to "Select Steam Pressure Mode."

Procedures were revised to correspond to label

terminology.

HED CHRON: 97

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - Hi gh

LOC: ES-0

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Moderate
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K. EMERGENCY SHUTDOWN PANELS

The hot shutdown panel and dedicated shutdown panel were reviewed

in a manner similar to the main control room. Data was obtained

from operator interviews, task analysis, and checklists. The

observations documented concerning labels, displays, controls, and

panel design for the hot shutdown and dedicated shutdown panels are

similar to those for the main control room and are covered in the

appropriate sections. Observations that are specific to the

emergency shutdown panels are summarized below=.

1. T ra ining

During the interviews, it was noted that the operators were

vague as to the duration of usage of the emergency shutdown

panels. Plant management had also recognized this, and

upgraded the training on these panels, including hands-on

training on the site-specific simulator.

HED CHRON: 203 LOC: EP-0

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - High

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Moderate
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2. Canmuni cati ons

Plant phones are available in the vicinity of the emergency

shutdown panels. The operator communicates with individuals

throughout the plant when controlling the unit from these

locations. The system can be operated at present, but

enhancements such as phone sets integral to the panels, paging,

and permanently mounted phone listings may be desirable.

The review team is i nvestigating means of providing the above

suggested enhancements.
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L. SAFETY PARAMETER DISPLAY SYSTEM (SPDS)

The CRDR team initially.reviewed the SPDS on a stati c basis, i.e.,

are the panels located in an appropriate area and are the displays

easily addressed. The SPDS was initially not intended for the

operators'se. The operational philosophy was later modified as

the Operations department became familiar with the system

capabi lities. It was noted that displays did have some deviations

from good human engineering practi ce, e.g., labels both above and

below displays (see Figure III-73).

The decision was made to enhance the displays based on an increased

awareness of system capabilities. This decision has allowed the

review team the opportunity-to provide input to the design of the

new displays. Revisions to a proposed display were recommended and

incorporated.

HEO CHRON: 621 LOC: OP-D

ASSESSMENT: SIGNIFICANCE - Moderate

BACKFIT FEASIBILITY - Hard
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F I G U R E IIX-73
Safety Parameter Display System Graphics





IV. ENHANCEMENT METHODOLOGY

A. SCHEDULE

A systematic enhancement methodology was established for modifying

the Diablo Canyon control room based on the findings of the CRDR

process described previously. As HEDs were identified and

priori tized, preliminary assessments were made regarding enhancement

feasibility. As noted in Section II, each HED was assigned a

significance rating along a five-point scale: HIGH (H),

MEDIUM/HIGH, MEDIUM (M), MEDIUM/LOW, and LOW (L). Similarly,

backfit feasibility was also rated on a five-point basis: EASY (E),

EASY/MODERATE, MODERATE (M), MODERATE/DIFFICULT, and DIFF ICULT (D).

To simplify the matrix, the review team subsequently modified the

assessment findings in the conservative direction. Rather than 25

items, the matrix now only recognizes 9 sublevels (e.g., the HEDs

which were listed as Medium/High were changed to High, etc.).

Numerical values from 1-3 were assigned to these three-point scales

with 1 representing the most. significant or the easiest to remedy.

Given this simpler weighting approach, the following enhancement

implementation scheme was established:

SIGNIFICANCE

BACKFIT
FEASIBILITY

IV-1
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This. matrix provides the cross-multiples of significance and backfit

feasibility ratings with 1 representing the most significant or

easiest HED to remedy, while 9 would characterize the lowest

significance or most difficult to fix HED category. With this

rating scheme, it was possible to categorize all HEDs'nto

six'ignificance/backfitfeasibility levels.

This scheme permitted enhancement implementation scheduling by

k'stablishingaction plans based on HED weighting as follows:

HED WEIGHT

1&2
3&4

6&9

IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDUL E

by first refuel

by second refuel

at PGandE's discretion; these items

will be deleted or postponed to a

convenient time
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B. ENHANCEMENT t1ETHODS

PGandE recognizes that the design of backfits to respond to HEDs

requires great care since it is important to ensure that remedial

measures will actually improve. control room operations and not prove

counterproductive. There was always a concern that remedial

measures could incur the risk of negative transfer of training,

i.e., operators trained to proficiency on an existing control panel

design may revert to earlier operational response patterns that are

no longer appropriate after the panel had b'een modified for

enhancement purposes. These concerns were expressed by some

operators and were taken into consideration during the assessment

and enhancement phases of the review.

To ensure that enhancements actually address issues identified in

the HEDs, a rigorous technical approach was devised.

Panel enhancement efforts are initiated with a detailed review of

the system or subsystem under consideration. This review focuses on

the operator's role in monitoring and controlling the panel in

question'nd th'e discrepancies identified as affecting their system

under review. Data sources available. to support these analytic

efforts are operating procedures, piping and i nstrumentation

drawings, operational logs, and LERs. In addition, data acquired

earlier during the structured interviews, task analyses,

walk-throughs, and critical incidents contribute to these analyses

of operator requirements. Where additional data is required, it may

IV-3
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be necessary to interview operators again and consult with other

system designers.

Subsequent to development of this analytic foundation, it is

necessary to develop control room enhancement conventions that will

be applied consistently across all backfits. These conven'tions

include: techniques for functional demarcation of panels, labeling

and coding approaches, mimic practices, and techniques for

preventing accidental activation of controls. These conventions are

documented to provide a standardized approach for both immediate and

subsequent enhancements throughout the life of the control room.

The detailed enhancement design process is initiated with drawings

of proposed modifications. In some cases, alternative candidate

enhancement approaches may be under consideration for solving a

specific HED and drawings will be developed to represent these

candidates.

A half-scale mockup of the control room was constructed to serve as

the focal point for the enhancement program. The use of a

full-scale mockup was considered since it would offer some

advantages in assessing reach and visibility factors with test

subjects representing anthropometric extremes. However, the

half-scale was selected in view of the large size of the boards and

ease of transport and handling.
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FlGURE ZZ-2
Two segments'of the half scale mock.up,
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FIGURE DZ-.3

A segment of the half-scale control console (above) and a

section of the half scale mimic (below)
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FIGURE ZZ-4
A segment of the half scale mock-up (above) before changes
are made and the same section (below) showing enhancement
techniques applied to the transluscent cover
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FIGURE ZZ-5
A view of enhanced panel mock-ups.set up in the control room
to obtain operator comment. Tags on panels indicate suggested
component movements





FIGURE 2Z-6
A member of the review team discussing proposed
enhancements shown on the mock-up with an
operator





The half-scale mockup is illustrated in Figures EV-2 and IV-3. The

mockup is constructed from light-weight FONCOR material. The panels

were recreated photographically in subsections and pieced together

to provide an accurate black-and-white representation of the boards.

Translucent overlays were placed over the panels to allow

experimentation with alternative enhancement approaches that could

be superimposed on the panel photographs as shown in Figure IV-4.

The proposed enhancements were then presented to the plant operators

and their management fo'r review and suggestions. Based on this

operational feedback, the proposed enhancements were refined.

Figures IV-5 and IV-6 show the panels and review team soliciting

operational feedback.

To illustrate this process further, the enhancement efforts made in

regard to the vertical board 2 of the main control board will be

illustrated and described in detail.
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C. SAMPLE ENHANCEMENT PROCEDURE

In order to determine the effectiveness of proposed modifications,

the review team subjected the proposals to a verification/validation

program. This program was one of checking that the modifications

met human factors guidelines, soliciting operator feedback, and

walking through selected emergency procedures. This review will be

further expanded to include implementation upon the plant-specific

simulator, additional procedural operation on the simulator, and

then implementation on the control boards.

During this process, the review team would continually monitor the

process to ensure that:

o The enhancements reflect the intent of the recommendation and

mitigate the associated HED(s).

o The enhancements do not create a new HED.

The process used by the review team to enhance the control board is

described as follows:

o Ccntrol switches were categorized by grouping, i.e., on mimic,

individual, and functional grouping. An enhancement scheme was

established for each and used consistently.
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o Meters were reviewed and an enhancement methodology established

and used consistently.

The enhancement schemes were determined by trying different

combinations of labeling and number identification. The chosen

scheme provides an optimum balance of readability, comprehension,

and ease of application.

Having determined the enhancement methodology for switches and

meters, the review team implemented these changes on the half-scale

mockup made expressly for this purpose. Functional groupings were

determined and demarcated. Hierarchical labeling was added and all

enhancements were reviewed for consistency, clarity, and accuracy.

Each enhanced 'panel was then reviewed against the list of HEDs to

ensure that all human factors concerns were addressed. Those HEDs

not initially corrected during mockup enhancement are being given

additional review. For example, additional work needs to be done in

the area of control coding.

The completed panel was then further reviewed by the human factors

consultant to ensure that no new discrepancies were created.

Following this review, the panel was taken to the plant so that

operator feedback could be obtained. The review team provided

comment sheets to easily categorize the remarks and to improve the

response rate. Changes in device locations were further identified

to assist the operators in their review.
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In addition to operator feedback, the review team walked through an

emergency procedure which exercised the majority of the panel and

which, from industry experience, has a high potential for error

consequence. Operator feedback was evaluated and incorporated where

. it was judged not to result in additional discrepancies. This

process is being repeated for each panel.

It should be noted that some operator comments would have

reintroduced human factors discrepancies if implemented. In

addition, certain operator comments to not change the panels because

of the difficulty in learning them as they currently are, reinforced

the determination that enhancement was desirable.

, The review team also solicited feedback from the Engineering

Department.

During the feedback and walk-through activities, and from

conversations with the management team, it was decided to add

another validation step in the process to further ensure that new

discrepancies were not created. This involved the implementation of

the recommendations upon the site-specific simulator, additional

walk-throughs in a dynamic mode, evaluation, and implementation on

the control room panel. Figures IV-7 through IV-13 show this

process.
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Each additional section of the control boards will be enhanced using

the foregoing process. When members of the operational staff,

management, and the CRDR team reach a consensus on the scope and

format of enhancements, using the mockup as a redesign integration

tool, the enhancements will be implemented in the training

simulator. This will provide experience in enhancement

implementation without disturbing control room operations. The

enhanced simulator will also provide opportunities for verifying the

adequacy of the control board modifications from the human factor

standpoint. Walk-throughs of emergency procedures will be conducted

with representative operators to ensure that the backfits are

properly designed to counteract the HEDs which originally prompted

the backfits.

Prior to the implementing of enhancements in the control room,

existing procedures will be reviewed to determine the impact of the

proposed panel/control board modifications. For example, if
labeling terminology for controls and displays is altered, the

procedures must be correspondingly modified to reflect these

changes.

Concurrent with the implementation of control board enhancements,

operators will receive special training specifically directed at,

pointing out forthcoming panel or control room modifications.

The specific enhancement implementation schedules are described in

the following section.
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FIGURE ZZ-7
The simulator control board (above). Review team
members and human factors consultant using the
half scale mock-up to plan changes





FIGURE XK-8
Review team members and human factors consultant preparing
enhanced nameplates for the simulator control board
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Before and after views of part of the simulator control
board showing the proposed enhancements
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V. ENHANCEMENT IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAM

A. INTRODUCTION

The review would not be complete without a carefully planned

approach to incorporating the corrective actions identified by the

review =team. This section describes the procedure PGandE will use

to implement enhancements to the control rooms.

B. IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
*

The implementation of enhancements to the control room begins with

the completion of the HED assessment and preliminary recommendation.

As stated in the previous section, the review team will proceed on a

panel-by-panel basis. Each panel will be validated and all HEDs

wi 11 be checked to assure that the enhancements have eliminated or

compensated for the human factors concern. Management concurrence

will be obtained prior to proceeding with the formal design change

package.

The approved panel enhancement details will then be transmitted to

Engineering for incorporation a's a plant design change. This wi ll
ensure that the enhancements are properly documented in revised

plant drawings using existing procedures; that the changes are

scheduled in a systematic manner; that the changes are traceable;

that they conform to industry codes and standards; and that they

comply with PGandE's quality assurance and quality control

procedures for implementing design changes.
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VI. FUTURE CHANGES

The review team believes that it is essential that future modifications

retain the enhancement schemes presently being instituted on the panels

and that they not jeopardize safe, reliable operation.

In Sections IV and V, the review team described the enhancement

nethodology and enhancement program for correcting the HEDs determined by

this review. To ensure that future changes and additions follow this

methodology, PGandE management has agreed to imple'ment a program to

provide a systematic and consistent procedure to evaluate, design, and

implement such changes. This program will develop a set of enhancement

conventions and procedures to ensure that appropriate configuration

control from a human factors standpoint will be maintained throughout the

operating life of the plant.
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Appendix A

The 'following examples are from the checklists used during the surveys.

Attachment 1 was used as a guide in the evaluation of meter scales.

A. LABELING, MIMICS, AND DEMARCATION CHECKLIST
h

1. Labeling

Labels are hierarchically coded by size for panels,

systems/subsystems, functional groupings/mimics, components, and

position indication, and do not repeat information contained at

higher levels (an exception is component identification numbers).

2. Mimics

Nomenclature printed on labels is the same as that used in

procedures.

3. Demarcation

Strings of six or more components or on matrices of greater than

4 x 4 similar components are demarcated in functional groups or are

mimicked.

A-1
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B. GENERAL PANEL CHECKLIST

1. Meters

Meters are scaled with subdivisions in decimal, multiples of 1, 2, or

5.

2. L'egend Lights/Swi tches

Legend switches are easily distinguishable from legend lights.

3. Chart Recorders

Printed chart recorder values are easily read.

4. Emergency Controls

Emergency controls and other important controls are protected from

inadvertent operation.
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STRUCTURED OPERATOR INTERVIEW
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DIABLO CANYON POWER PLANT
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STRUCTURED INTERVIEW

INTRODUCTION

The NRC is requiring all utilities to review their control rooms for human

factors concerns. We'e done this to some extent in this control room but we

need to complete a review of the entire control room in a systematic way so

that the entire process can be documented. One of the requirements is to

ensure that control room operators are interviewed. We needed a

representative sampling of the control room operators and you were selected at

random. We want to get your perspectives and opinion about several things in
the control room.

Please keep in mind that your participation is voluntary and also that we are

not recording anyone's name. Your responses will be. kept strictly
confidential and will only be reported in summary form with all other

interview responses. We are not interested in criticizing the present control

room or the operators. We are very i nterested in making. sure we'e covered

all the issues so that we can try to make the control room as effective as

possible.

B IOGRAPHICAL DATA

JOB TITLE:

YEARS OPERATING EXPERIENCE AGE HEIGHT WEIGHT

EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND

SPECIAL TRAINING PROGRAMS

HOW LONG ASSIGNED TO THIS CONTROL ROOM

B-l
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A. CONTROL ROOM DESIGN

1. Do you see any problems in getting around the control room during normal
or emergency operations? e.g., are there any major obstacles in your
path?

2. Do you see any problems controlling the number of people in the control
room or keeping personnel from contacting the control boards?

3. Are you required to leave the primary control boards to attend to
instruments or displays on backracks or other areas away from the main
control boards?

4. Do you feel all peripheral equipment, e.g., computer, printers, are well
arranged for effective operations?

5. Are the auxil'iary facilities, such as toi lets, kitchen, supervisor's
office, etc., well designed and located?

6. Do you have any problem or suggestions concerned with providing you a
pleasant, comfortable, and professional work environment?

7. What is the control room operating scheme for the Safety Parameter
Display System and do you see any problems with its use?

B. CONTROL ROOM ENVIRONMENT

1. Is the noise level in the control room a reasonable level and free of
annoying or distracting noises? Do you foresee any problems?

2. Do you have adequate control over room light levels?

3. Is the backup lighting system well-designed for emergency situations'?

4. Are there any problems with temperature, humidity, or ventilation in the
~ control room on a year-round basis?

8-2
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C. CONTROL ROOM STORAGE

l. Is there adequate storage space set aside for items in the control room?

2. Are there items in the control room you feel should be stored elsewhere?

D. EMERGENCY GEAR

1. What emergency gear is kept in the control room?

2. Have you trained using the emergency breathing gear while conducting
plant operations?

E. CONTROL BOARD DESIGN

1. Is your control board sized and designed so that controls and displays
aren't placed beyond easy reach or visibility?

2. Are there cases where you must be in two places at once because the
panels aren't designed correctly or where two operators are required to
do what one operator should be able to handle?

F. PANEL DESIGN

1. Are the controls and displays on your boards arranged in a logical
manner? Are the relationships between panel elements easy to spot?

2. If you had a chance to redesign the panels, what changes would you make'?

NPOP38 4





G. D ISPLAY S

1. Based on your experience, are you lacking any important information
displays that would help you conduct normal or emergency operations?

2. Have your displays been coded properly so that abnormal trends,
malfunctions, or out of tolerance conditions become immediately apparent
to you?

3. Are your displays grouped properly and designed to allow you to make

comparisons when necessary'?

4. Do you have any problems with your chart recorders?

5. Are your meters designed and located to allow error-free readings'

6. Do you have any difficulties servicing displays, e.g., changing burned
out lamps, inking recorders, etc.?

7. Do you feel that any displays are not needed and just add clutter to the
boards?

8. When meters or other displays fail, is it obvious to the operator?

H. CONTROLS

1. Have you experienced any problems with the design of the controls?

2. Are the controls designed and located to minimize the chance an operator
will grab the wrong one by mistake?

B-4
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3. Are the controls designed and located to minimize chances of accidental
disturbance?

4. Have all critical controls been guarded, covered, or otherwise protected
to prevent accidental activation?

5. Do some controls require too much or too little force to actuate them?

6. Do you feel that any controls are not needed or don't belong on the
control panels?

7. Do you feel that all the controls needed to operate are provided on the
control panel?

I. ANNUNCIATOR WARNING SYSTEM

1. What problems, if any, have you experienced with the design of your
annunciator warning system?

2. During a major transient does your annunciator system provide too much,
too little, or just the right amount of information?

3. Do you have any problems or comments on the coding of visual and auditory
alarms?

4. Are any important annunciators missing or located where they are not
readily accessible to you?

5. Do you have any problems or comments concerning the alarm printer, e.g.,
access, readability, location, etc.?

6. Are you troubled by false or nuisance annunciators?

B-5
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7. Has the annunciator control system been properly designed and located?

~ 8. Do you have any problems reading or identifying annunciators while you
are conducting normal or emergency operations?

9 . Do you have a satisfactory scheme for tagging annunciator windows whi ch
are:

A. In Service or Test

B. Mal functioning

C. Deleted

J. LABELS

1. Is the labeling clear, concise, and consistent or are there labels that
could confuse the less-experienced operator?

2. How are labeling mods made? Is there a review procedure?

K. PROCEDURES

1. Do you have any problems finding or retrieving the procedures you need
during normal or emergency situations?

2. Can you conveniently use procedures while operating the boards?

3. Are the procedures comprehensive and accurate to promote error-free
operations? 1

4. Are operators required to memorize an unreasonable number of emergency
operational procedures?

5. Do the values and terminology used in procedures match those on the
boards?
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L. COMPUTER

1. Cou ld your computer and associated readouts be upgraded in any way to be
of greater assistance to you?

2. If the computer fails, are operators generally capable of manually
performing the functions assigned to the computer?

M. MANNING

1. Is the operational manning sufficient to allow time for training, proper
reliefs, vacations, and to avoid excessive overtime requirements?

2. Are operational crews selected to provide the best mix of talent and
experience across the shifts?

N. COMMUNICATIONS

1. Is your communication system adequately sized and designed to allow
effective comnunications with auxiliary operators, maintenance people,
etc.'?

2. Is your communications gear properly integrated into the control room?

0. OPERATIONAL PRACTICES

1. Are your watch turnover practices systematic and designed to ensure the
proper transfer of information between outgoing and incoming crews? Is
there enough overlap?

2. Is your job structured to avoid long periods of monotonous and/or
confining working conditions across all shifts? How could the operator's
job be made more interesting and productive'?

~ 3. What are the most stressful aspects of your job? How could stressful
situations be alleviated?
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P. EMERGENCY SHU'SOWN

l. A. Is all the information provided that you feel should be there?

B. Is it provided in the most effective manner?

2. Are all the controls provided that should be there?

3. Do you foresee any problems concerning the transition of operators or
control to the emergency shutdown panel?

4. Any problems or comments concerning the transition back to the control
room'?

5. How long do you think operation will continue at the emergency shutdown
panel?

6. Do you feel the present design supports that duration of operation'? How
SO?

7. Are communication provisions at the station adequate in terms of circuit
access to needed stations and design of the instrumentation'?

8. Any problems or comments on the overall design and location of. the
station?

9. Do you feel adequately trained and qualified to perform a shutdown from
that panel?
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g. CRITICAL INCIDENT

A. Based on your operational experience, cite one example of an operator
error, accident, or near-accident with serious or potentially serious
consequences. Describe the specifics of'the case and indicate how the
situation could have been averted through either improved control room
design, improved procedures, or special training provisions.

B. Based on your operating experience, cite one example of- a particular
control, display, panel, war'ning device, procedure, etc. that is not
human-engineered and has led or could lead to a malfunction or operator
error.

C. Now think of an example of a particular display, control, panel layout,
or other control room feature that is well human-engineered. Please
describe this equipment with particular emphasis on the features that
make it possible from an operational standpoint.

Are there any additional comments that you would like to make? Have I
forgotten to ask you any important question regarding the operation of your
control room?
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Appendix C

SAMPLE WALK-THROUGH AND WORKSHEET
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PLANT PROCESS

1. TIME - 2. EVENT

Enter each plant event and briefly describe: e.g., "Reactor Trip."

Enter the events on lines which correspond to the Control Room

"Event-Task" entries.

It is not necessary to record actual time between events since we are

primarily interested in the sequence of events and the instrument

suitability to these events.
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CONTROL ROOM

3. TIME - 4. EVENT

An "Event" is any non-operator task occurring in the control room which

may relate to this task actions: e.g, Alarm, Telephone ring, etc. If
the event relates to a plant process event, such as Reactor Trip, enter a

brief description on the corresponding line, e.g., (Reactor Trip)

"Alarm."

5. TASK

If the tasks of more than one operator are tracked, show separate

sequences for separate operators. (The "Operator Task" review will

time-integrate operator tasks). Keep entries brief but use multiple

lines as needed. See attached examples. Make separate entries for

display and control uses.

Enter as a TASK all significant decisions made by the operator. Entries

across this line (to the right) will remain blank, except for the word

"Decision" in the LOCATION column. (A "D" may be adequate.) This entry

will be subjected to review in the "Operator Task" review.
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Selection of a "significant" decision is judgmental but the guideline is

to estimate whether it impacts operator control room actions and/or the

direction of the plant process. The typical significant decision points

during a response to an emergency are:

1. Decision that all required emergency automatic actions have

occurred.

2. . Diagnosis of the emergency-causing problem (in order to take

corrective action).

2.1 Per haps also a decision on what corrective action to take.

3. Confirmation that the plant is stable and/or under control.

4. Decision about what action to take next (if included in the

analysis).

Significant decisions for an operator-initiated action may be:

1. When to initiate the action

2. Interim confirmations of process changes

3. Confirmation of completed intended action
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6. LOCATION

Indicate the location of the operator. If the instrument is at a

separate location, include that location in column 7.

7. INSTRUMENT

Enter the name of the instrument (or its number if name is not clearly

definitive). If the instrument location is different from the operator's

position - the case with many displays - add the location.

8. CRITERION

When the operator looks at the display (or control/d'isplay), what

criterion does he have in mind, ie., what is he looking for to confirm

completion of this s tep'? e.g.,

An'nnunciator alarm - "Flashing" or "Flashing ann."

A meter reading - < Zero SUR", or " ) 900 RPN"

Valve status/display - "Closed" (if he needs to confirm a closed

status.)
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EVALOATION

This section provides a checklist of evaluation of the individual

controls and displays within the context of the tasks being performed.

Within each cell, enter:

"/" or "QK" or "*" or "X" (not OK); or "-" (not applicable).

'I

As generic guidance, note if there is likelihood of error or delay at

each column. A "*" (or "X") entry indicates your impression that a

potential problem exists. Do not avoid a "*" or an "X" because of a

prejudgement that a solution is not feasible. At times you may need to

consult operator(s), engineering drawings, take measurements, etc.

DI SPLAY:

9. IDENTITY

Can the display be quickly and easily identified from all other

instruments on the panel, from the operator's current position, i.e.,

might a mistake be made or delay caused by a need to search-.out the

correct instrument? This may relate to clear and unmistakable labeling,

placement, coding, etc.
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10. READABILITY

Is the display (or control/display) readable from the operator's current

position to the level of accuracy required by the task? i.e., can he

comfortably confirm the information called for in the CRITERION column?

11. BANDING, MARKING

A. Is the CRITERION compatible with the implications of any existing

zone banding or markings?

B. If banding is not applied, might it be added to advantage,

especially considering the viewing distance?

C. Might other markings be added to aid the operator? e.g.,

a trip point value; an index mark at the needed value reading;

supplementary labels to aid interpretation on the significance

of different readings.

12. INTERPRETATION

Are the parameter units or value readings directly interpretable for use

within the context of this task? You may need to refer to the procedure.

An operator should not have to convert, e.g., from 5 to feet, to obtain

needed information.
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13 . NOOE

Is the mode or method of data presentation the most efficient for the

task'? e.g.,

a colored light vs. a meter (where value, not simple status, is

needed)

a meter vs. a trend recorder (where direction of change is needed)

digital vs. analog trend recorder (where quick trending data is

needed)

CONTROL:

14. IDENTITY

Can the control be quickly and easily identified from all other

instruments on the panel from the operator's current position'? i.e.,

might a mistake be made or. delay caused by a need to search-out the

correct control? This may relate to clear and unmistakable labeling,

placement, coding, etc.

fEEDBACK: There can be three aspects to control feedback. Con sider all

three, as applicable. "Feedback" is data coming back to the operator to

confirm his action.
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15. CONTROL

An operator should have imediate feedback to tell him tha't his intended

input to the control system is accomplished and, preferably, what that

input was. Scme operators have reported that they forget what their

control action was - where a system delay occurs in the absence of

immediate control feedback. Therefore, is their immediate and positive

response to confirm what control action was taken'his is especially

important where the Actuator or System feedback is delayed. e.g.,

"d" or "OK" = rotary knob new position; imoediate output signal

indication; or immediate new status light

"*" or "X" = pushbutton with no "click" or light change; spring-return

control with no immediate ]ight or other status change

indication

16. ACTUATOR

An operator needs feedback (immediate is best) to tell him that his

control action input signal has initiated the intended plant system

actuation. If this feedback is imnediate, it can serve as the control

feedback. The indication must also be readily available to the operator.

e.g.,

"d" or "OK" = valve status light change; pump motor araneter indication

"*" or "X" = absence of above type of indication
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17. SYSTEN

Any control action must be followed by an indication of plant system

response in order to confirm the accuracy or appropriateness of the

control action via changed status of the plant. The next step/task is

often dependent on this feedback. If this feedback is immediate, it can

serve as the Actuator feedback. It may sometimes serve as the Control

feedback. This feedback must also be timely within the context of the

examined Event and Task. Also, it should be readily available

(identifiable, readable, etc.) to the operator. e.g.,

"/" or "OK" = Meter reading near the control and clearly readable/

identifiable

"*" or "X" = Absence of above type of indication

ACCURACY: The level of accuracy provided by the control system should be

compatible with that required by the task. Two aspects of this are

reviewed.

18. ADJUSTMENT

The panel control instrument should be designed for achievement of the

level of accuracy called for by the task, e.g., finely graduated control

rotary knobs should be provided where tolerance levels are small. e.g.,
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"8" or "OK" = Control scale increments + 1 foot for level control in

feet.

"*" or "X" = "bumping" pushbutton for achieving a specific value within

a range; finely scaled control where only gross adjustment

is needed.

19. PROCESS

The sensitivity and/or accuracy of the plant process sensor and signal

should be compatible with the implied sensitivity and/or accuracy of the

panel control and feedback display. Relate to task-required accuracy.

The task should not call for greater accuracy than permitted by the

process system. e.g.,

"d" or "OK" = two-step control with a positive two-step control and

feedback signal; control increments to 1% with control and

feedback signal to 1%.

"*" or "X" = finely scaled control index with control or feedback signal
I

which is gross. (This misleads'perator into excessive or

erroneous fine tuning.)
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20.'ORCE

Is the force required to exercise this control excessive or

uncomfortable? Is it so light that accidental activation is probable?

Sometimes excessive force causes undue fatigue when holding a momentary

(spring-return) control for the time duration requi red by the task.

21. ACCESS

Given the operator's momentary location and position, is the control

easily accessible'? Consider the worst case condition - typically, the

smaller operator. Dual control use also may cause dual-access problems.

INTEGRATION:

22. CONTROL-DI SPLAY ASSOCIATION

Is the display which is related to use of the control easily associated

and/or located? This may relate to adjacency, clear readability of the

display from the controlling position, clear identification of the

display from the controlling position, compatible corresponding labels,

etc.
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23. CONFIRMING BACKUP

If the task is to "confirm" a specified state, finding the negative case

usually calls for backup action to produce the desired state. Are the

backup controls immediately available for this purpose? e.g., near the

display?

24. HED Number

25. CONNENT

Add supplementary information as needed to explain "N" entries.
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RESULTS

Review all "*" {and "X") entries and perform needed investigations for

related and/or supporting data. Take any necessary photographs and

measurements and write Human Engineering Discrepancies for "*" (or "X")

entries. The HEDs will be discussed at team meetings for resolution.
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< John J. Vranicar, CRDR Team Leader

Education: B.S., Mechanical Engineering, California State Polytechnic
University, 1971.

Professional
Data:

Experience
1981-1984:

Registered Professional Mechanical Engineer, State of California.

Mr. Vranicar has been employed by PGandE since 1981 as a Nuclear
Generation Engineer. Designated Project Manager for the Control
Room Design Review of Diablo Canyon in September 1982. Active
participant in all phases of this review.

Participated in the review and'critique of the Westinghouse
generic emergency procedures task analysis.

Participated with INPO development of guides for performing a
control room design review.

Performed reviews and assessments of nuclear industry events and
their applicability to Diablo Canyon.

Performed safety evaluations of Diablo Canyon design changes.

Reviewed and assessed Diablo Canyon Licensee Event Reports
(LERs) for accuracy, applicability, and appropriateness of
corrective action.

1978 - 1981:

Assisted in the development of the yearly site emergency drill
and acted as a controller in the control room during the drill.
Provided plant parameters and realistic situational scenarios.

Employed as a mechanical Engineer in nuclear safety with the
Tennessee Valley Authority.

Member of an interdisciplinary task force which resolved systemreliability problems involving the high pressure coolant
injection (HPCI) system at Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant.

Reviewed and approved test instructions, test results, and
coordinated changes to systems for the Sequoyah Nuclear Plant.

Performed safety evaluations of design changes for Sequoyah and
Browns Ferry plants.

Investigated and developed a scenario as to the probable cause
of a failure to successfully shutdown the reactor at Browns
Ferry. Assisted in the redesign of the shutdown system.

~
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Diagnosed problems of inadequate flow, cavitation, and
instrumentation during hot functional testing of Sequoyah
Nuclear Power Plant. Interfaced with site and design personnel
to expedite corrective action.

1971-1977: Machinist Mate, U.S. Navy. Served as staff instructor in the
Navy nuclear power program at Idaho Falls, Idaho.

Served as staff instructor for operators aboard the nuclear
carrier Dwight D. Eisenhower. Received letter of commendation
for training efforts. Developed qualification standard, lesson
plans, and performed crew training. Also qualified as engine
room supervisor.
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Bruce M. Grosse, Design Engineer

Education: B.S., Electrical Engineering, University of Colorado, 1976.

Professional
Data:

Experience:

Registered Professional Electrical Engineer in California.
Member of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers,
the Power Engineering Society, and the Industrial Applications
Society.

Mr. Grosse has been employed by PGandE from 1976 to the
present. He is currently working in the Electrical Eng'ineering
Department and has been assigned to the Diablo Canyon Project
since April 1981. Mr. Grosse is responsible for electrical
engineering and design for various plant systems including the
nuclear control and protection instrumentation, radiation
monitoring, nuclear instrumentation, main annunciation, and
other areas involving the main control room. Since January
1983, he has been an active participant in the Control Room
Design Review.

From February 1980 to April 1981, Mr. Grosse was assigned to the
Geysers Project where he provided electrical engineering and
design of pollution control systems for geothermal power plants.

From June 1976 to January 1980, Mr. Grosse worked in PGandE's
General Construction Department and was assigned to the Geysers
Project. At the Geysers Project he inspected all phases of
power plant construction. He also performed startup testing on
power plant and pollution control equipment and systems.
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F. Joseph Cucco, Jr., Instrumentation and Controls ( ISC) Engineer~

~

~ ~

~

~

~ ~ ~ ~

~

~Education: B.S., Mechanical Engineering, University'f California at
Davis, 1975.

Experience: Mr. Cucco has been employed by PGandE from 1975 to the present
time. He is currently working in the Mechanical and Nuclear
Engineering Department and has been assigned to the Diablo
Canyon Project since April 1980. As an engineer, Mr. Cucco is,
or has been, responsible for I&C design and procurement for
several plant systems including the plant auxiliary water
supply, plant air, liquid and gaseous radwaste, fire
protection, and plant nitrogen and hydrogen gas. He is also
the Engineering Department's ISC coordinator for ALARA concerns
and for spare parts procurement. Mr. Cucco has been an active
participant. in the Control Room Design Review since January
1983.

From July 1975 to April 1980, Mr. Cucco worked in PGandE's
General Construction Department, assigned to the Diablo Canyon
Project. As an onsite field engineer, he actively participated
in the testing, trouble shooting, and repair of plant
instruments including 'those used in the main control room and
emergency shutdown panels. He was also responsible for writing
test procedures for instrumentation and control loops for
several plant systems, and actively participated in startup
testing.
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Joseph L. Seminara, Senior Human Factors Staff

Education: M.A., Experimental Psychology, New York University, 1952. Two
years additional graduate work in Industrial Psychology.
B.A., General Psychology, New York University, 1950

Professional
Data:

Experience:

Fellow, Human Factors Society (HFS)
Former member: HFS executive-council, HFS Publications Board
(Chairman), American Psychological Association.
Guest lecturer: Stanford University, San Jose State
University, De Anza Junior College.
Recipient: Jack A. Kraft Award, 1983

Mr. Seminara has been with Lockheed Corporation for 25 years.
During the past 9 years, he has concentrated his efforts on the
design of nuclear power plants to improve operations and
maintenance activities. He has served as project leader and
principal researcher on four major research programs sponsored
by the Electric Power Research Institute:

o Human Factors Review of Nuclear Power Plant Control Room
Design (EPRI RP 501-1)

o Human Factors Design Approaches for Nuclear Power Plant
Control Rooms (EPRI RP 501-3)

o Human Factors Review of Power Plant Maintainability (EPRI
RP 1126-1)

o Human Factors Support in Developing a Performance
Measurement System for Nuclear Power Plant Operators
(subcontract to General Physics Corporation) (EPRI RP 769).

He was also responsible for human engineering of all RSD

checkout equipment for the Polaris missile, the development of
tactical checkout equipment for submarine checkout of the
Polaris missile, and has conducted extensive at-sea evaluations
of Polaris submarine systems. He participated in the
development of control display concepts for a variety of
advanced space and underwater conceptual studies.

More recently, Mr. Seminara was assigned responsibility for
LMSC's human factors effort on the space shuttle program. This
effort included development of advanced control-display
concepts for crew control of the orbiter vehicle and mockups
and simulators to evaluate such concepts. Mr. Seminara has
published extensively in the human factors and engineering
literature regarding human factors principles of
control-display
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In addition to his Lockheed experience, Mr. Seminara was with
the United Technology Center during 1962-63 as head of the
Human Factors department, and at the Feldman Research &

Engineering Laboratories in New Jersey, where he was involved
in the human factors design of U.S. Arap ordnance systems.
While at the Rome Air Development Center, Rome, New York, in
the mid-l950s, he applied human factors design principles to
the development'f Air Force ground electronics systems and was
deeply involved with the formation of human factors standards
for the Air Force. During his military service (1952-54), he
was a research assistant at the Human Research Unit, Fort Ord,
California.

Since 1971, he has spent approximately two years in eastern
Europe conducting research to define the scope and character of
ergonomics, human factors, and psychology in communist
count ies. Nine separate scientific exchange visits were
sponsored by the National Academy of Sciences and the
International Research Exchanges Board.

The International Atomic Energy Agency of the U.N. has
designated Mr. Seminara a technical expert in power plant
control room design and evaluation and sent him on two missions
to the Republic of Korea in 1983 and 1984.

Mr. Seminara conducted workshops in Sweden (1982) and Israel
(1981 and 1983) dealing with human factors evaluation methods
in reviewing power plant control rooms and maintainability
effectiveness.
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SELECTED PUBLICATIONS IN HUMAN FACTORS
ENGINEERING OR ERGONOMICS

JOSEPH L. SEMINARA

Seminara, J.L., and Smith, D.L., Remedial Ergonomics, A lied Er onomics,
In Press.

Seminara, J.L., and Parsons, S.O., Nuclear Power Plant Maintainability,
A lied Er onomics, September 1982, Vol. 13, No. 3, pp 177-189.

o Seminara, J.L., Human Factors Methods for Assessing and Enhancing Power
Plant Maintainability, Electric Power Research Institute, Palo Alto, CA,
EPRI NP-2360, May 1982.

o Seminara, J.L., and Pack, R.M., Communication Needs of the Nuclear Power
Plant Operator, IEEE Transactions on Power 'A aratus and S stems, April
1982, Vol. PAS-10 , No. 4, pp 9-

o Seminara, J.L., and Parsons, S.O., Human Factors Review of Power Plant
Maintainability, Electric Power Research Institute, Palo Alto, CA, EPRI
NP-1567, February

'eminara, J.L., et al., Human Factors Methods for Nuclear Control Room

Design, Electric Power Research Institute, Palo Alto, CA, EPRI NP-1118,
Summary Vo ume, June 9 9.

Volume I: Human Factors Enhancement of Existing Nuclear Control Rooms,
November 1979

Volume II: Human Factors Survey of Control Room Design Practices,
November 1979

Volume III: Human Factors Methods for Conventional Control Board Design,
February 1980

Volume IV: Human Factors Considerations for Advanced Control Board Design,
March 1980.

o Seminara, J.L., Gonzalez, W.R., and Parsons, S.O., Human Factors Review of
Nuclear Power Plant Control Room Design, Electric Power Research Institute
Palo Alto, CA, EPRI NP-309, November 1976.

o

Seminara, J.L., and
Volume XI, No. 5 pp

Seminara, J.L., and
Visual Environment,
1969.

Seminara, J.L., and
Subsequent to Sleep
No. 7, p 69.

Shavelson, R.J., Lunar Simulation, Human Factors, 1969,
451-462.

Kincai d, M., Control Task Performance in the Lunar
Journal of Aeros ace Medicine, Vol. 40, No. 4, April

Shavelson, R.J., Effectiveness of Space Crew Performance
Arousal, Journal of Aeros ace Medicine, 1969, Vol. 40,
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Seminara, J.L., Simulating the Lunar Astronaut's Environment, Spacef light:
Journal of the British Inter lanetar Societ, 1969, Vol. XI, No. 2, pp 56-62.

Seminara, J.L., Simulation of Manned Lunar Surface Operations, Journal of
S acecraft and Rockets, Vol. 5, No. 8, August 1968.

o Seminara, J.L., and Ketcham, R.L., Combatting Confusion in Control Panels,
phil P.

o Seminara, J.L., Parsons, S.O., and Shavelson, R.J., Sensory Discrimination and
Attitudes Toward Water Reclaimed From Urine, Journal of Aeros ace Medicine,
September 1967, Volume 38, No. 9, pp 905-908.

Seminara, J.L., Shavelson, R.J., and Parsons, S.O., Effect of Reduced Pressure
on Human Performance, Human Factors, 1967, Vol. IX, No. 5, pp 409-418.

g,~Nhi 1, b

Seminara, J.L., and Parsons, S.O., Human Factors Engineering, The Rule,
December 1966, Vol. 7, No. 2.

Seminara, J.L., and Gerrie, J.K., Effective Mockup Utilization by the
Industrial Design - Human Factors Team, Human Factors Journal, August 1966,
Vol. 8, No. 4, pp 347-359.

.L., F h 1 b,~hi 1, gl, 1 1

pp 148-153.

,J,il 1 ig,~Mhi 1, p b

pp 106-116.

Seminara, J.L., Seventeen Ways to Stop Control Accidents, Control En ineerin ,
November 1964.

o Seminara, J.L., Human Factors Engineering and Electrical Connector Failures,
~hi 1, 1 P.

P 1, .:, lb i,~li 1,N 1,
pp 166-176.

, J.L,,, 1111 . «, ~hi
February 1963.

o Seminara, J.L., Accuracy and Speed of Tactual Reading, Er onomics, January
1960, Vol. 3, No. 1, pp 62-67.

o Seminara, J.L., Self-Luminous Materials, Material in Desi n En ineerin ,
September 1958, pp 89-92.

Seminara, J.L., Research in Human Engineering Aids Design, Industrial
Laboratories, May 1958, pp 20-21.
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pp 89-92.

9 1,J,2 lid lff i,~lMhi 9 1,J 29,1999,
pp 137-139.

o Seminara, J.L., Design for the Sense of Touch, Industrial Laboratories,
September 1959, pp 5-8.

o Seminara, J.L., When Equipment Says It In Color, Product En ineerin ,
September 14, 1959, pp 51-54.

PUBLICATIONS/RELATED STUDIES:

o EPRI NP-309 (Research Project 501), Human Factors Review of Nuclear Power Plant
Control Room Design, Final Report, March 1977

o EPRI NP-309 SY (Research Project 501), Human Factors Review of Nuclear Power
Plant Control Room Design, Summary, November 1976

o EPRI NP-1118 (Research Project 501-3), Human Factors Methods for Nuclear
Control Room Design, in four volumes, November 1979 through March 1980. Two of
four volumes.

o EPRI NP-1567 (Research Project 1126 ), Human Factors Review of Power Plant
Maintainability, February 1981

o Human Factors in the Nuclear Control Room, in Nuclear Safety, Vol. 18, No. 6,
Nov-Dec 1977

o EPRI NP-2411 (Research Project 501-4), Human Engineering Guide. for Enhancing
Nuclear Control Rooms, May 1982

o "Operator Control Tasks and Analysis, Final Report,",.Surface Effects Ship
Task 3, BOA Task 006, N00024-73-A-0919, 50403194, July 1974

o US Patent: "Electronic Control for Fog Simulation Effects," US Patent
No. 3,541,584, November 17, 1970

o Personnel Subsystem Development Plan for Satellite Test Center, LMSC A917986C,
September 30, 1976

"Human Factors Engineering in Power Plant Design, Operation, and Maintenance,"
Seminar preparation support, January 1980

o "A Practical Look at Some Control Panel Enhancement Issues," publication in
Nuclear Safety, Mar-April 1984
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Wayne R. Gonzalez, Lead Engineer - Power Systems Human Factors

Education:

Professional
Data:

Experience:

M.A., Psychology, California State University, 1967.
B.A., Psychology, University of California, 1964.

Member of Human Factors Society

Mr. Gonzalez has been active since 1975 with Lockheed
Corporation in various aspects of human factors engineering
evaluations of electric power plants. He acted as an
investigator on the following EPRI research programs:

o Human Factors Review of Nuclear Power Plant Control Room
Design (EPRI RP 501-1)

o Human Factors Design Approaches for Nuclear Power Plant
Control Rooms (EPRI RP 501-3)

o Human Factors Review of Power Plant Maintainability
(EPRI RE.1126-1)

He was the LMSC project leader in providing subcontracted
support to Honeywell on the EPRI research program titled Human
Factors Engineering Approaches to Nuclear Power Plant Control
Room Enhancement (EPRI RP 501-4).

Most recently, Mr. Gonzalez has been the project leader in the
Detailed Control Room Design Review for the Louisiana Power 8
Light Waterford 3 NTOL Nuclear Power Plant. This work scope has
included provision of a program plan, control room survey, HED
generation, panel enhancement drawings, mockup, and HED
committee participation.

He has consulted for Wisconsin Electric Power Company, providing
control room and panel design support for a fossil power plant.
Stress was on the use of task analytic methods for board layout
criteria.

As principal investigator for Imperial Oil of Canada, he
evaluated four oil refinery control rooms and provided support
in the development of new,control room designs and practices.

Other work has included system, function, and task analyses with
direct design support for operation and layout of various
military control centers, a surface effect ship, an ocean
thermal energy conversion power plant, and a microelectronics
manufacturing and inspection facility. The latter effort
included the development of illustrations and inspection
procedures and outlining a training program.
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( Prior to joining Lockheed, Mr. Gonzalez was Section Manager of
Human Factors Engineering with the Ingalls Shipbuilding Division
of Litton. He was responsible for functional and task analyses
in support of manning, training, procedures, and design
integration. This work phased into detail design support,
including analyzes with mockups and planning for test and
evaluation.
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